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Abstract
A Thermal Energy Storage (TES) system is meant for holding thermal energy in
the form of hot or cold materials for later utilization. A TES system is an important
technological system in providing energy savings as well as efficient and optimum
energy use. The main types of a TES system are sensible heat and latent heat. A
latent heat storage is a very efficient method for storing or releasing thermal energy
due to its high energy storage density at constant temperatures, and a latent heat
storage material can store 5-14 times more heat per unit volume than a sensible heat
storage material can. Phase Change Materials (PCMs) are called latent heat storage
materials. PCMs can save thermal energy, and use energy efficiently because PCMs
can absorb thermal energy in the solid state, and the thermal energy can be released
in the liquid state. Therefore, PCMs as new materials for saving energy can be applied
into building applications.
PCMs have widely researched, but the current issues are lack of accurate and
detailed information about thermophysical properties of PCMs to apply into buildings
and inaccurate materials properties measured by existing methodology. The objective
of this study is to develop a methodology and procedure to accurately determine the
thermophysical properties of PCMs based on salt hydrates. TES systems of PCMs
are measured and analyzed by various methods, such as DSC method and heat flow
method. In addition, this study demonstrates to design a building roof with PCMs
ii
to save energy using Finite Element Analysis (FEA).
The developed methodology is designed based on ASTM C1784-14 for measuring
the thermal energy storage properties of PCMs. The thermophysical properties and
thermal stabilities are evaluated by using a Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC),
which is made with DSC Q 200 equipment from TA Instruments and DSC STA 8000
equipment from Perkin Elmer Company. The thermal conductivities are assessed
by heat flow meter, which is FOX 314 equipment from TA Instruments, and the
enthalpy changes of the PCMs are determined by DSC method and heat flow method.
Numerical FEA to evaluate potential energy savings is conducted using ABAQUS
software
Four kinds of Phase Change Materials (PCMs), which have phase changes at
21◦C, 23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively, are used for measuring the thermophysical
properties. The onset/peak temperatures, the enthalpy, the heat flow, and the heat
capacity of the PCMs are measured to assess the thermal energy storage system under
the dynamic DSC mode. The results obtained using DSC equipment have a higher
melting temperature than their own temperatures, which are known theoretically.
The freezing temperatures of the PCMs are decreased by about 30˜ 40◦C compare
to their theoretical freezing temperatures. It is speculated that supercooling happens
during the solidification. The enthalpy change curves as a function of temperature,
which are determined by DSC method and heat flow method, are indicated to assess
thermal energy storage system of the PCMs. During the phase change, the energy is
iii
increased. This is the reason why the energy is utilized to loosen or break apart the
molecular or atomic bond structures of the PCMs by the latent heat. Moreover, the
enthalpy change curves determined by heat flow method show more precise results
than the curves by DSC method, because various factors lead to a temperature gradi-
ent in the PCM and the heat flux signal peak being shifted toward high temperatures.
Regarding the thermal conductivities results of the PCMs, the thermal conductivities
of the PCMs in the solid state are higher than those of the PCMs in the liquid state.
This phenomenon happens due to the effect of the microstructure changing from the
orderly solid structure in the solid state to the disorderly liquid structure in the liquid
state. The numerical Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is conducted to evaluate poten-
tial energy savings of a roof. The results, such as the temperature variations from
the outdoor to indoor measured under step 1 (the daytime) condition, show that the
outdoor temperatures are higher than the indoor temperatures. This is due to the low
thermal conductivity of the PCM in the liquid state. The low thermal conductivity
of the PCM reduces the heat transmission to the indoor that in turn increases the
outdoor temperature.
This study shows the developed methodology and procedure, the accurate material
information for the newly developed PCM, and the numerical FEA to analyze the
TES systems with much more precision in the area of the PCMs.
iv
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According to the report from the U.S. Energy Information Administration in 2016,
41% of worldwide energy was consumed for residential buildings, especially, 60%
of that value was consumed for heating and cooling applications (The U.S. Energy
Information Administration [2016]). The United Kingdom’s Government Department
for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy reported the energy use in the United
Kingdom from 1970 to 2015 in 2016. The report released about 30% of energy was
consumed by residential sector. Heating system consumed 56% of such value (The
United Kingdom’s Government Department [2016]). From the results, the biggest
potential for energy saving in residential sector was in heating or cooling applications.
In order to save energy, a Thermal Energy Storage (TES) system is considered
as an ideal solution when Phase Change Materials (PCMs) having a TES system
are incorporated into the building application. Moreover, potential cost savings by
decrease in energy consumption and by delay of peak load for the daytime can be
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obtained by incorporating PCMs in the residential and building sector.
A Thermal Energy Storage (TES) system is an important technological system
to provide energy savings as well as the efficient and optimum energy use because a
TES can hold thermal energy of materials in the solid state or in the liquid state.
Therefore, a TES is an efficient energy storage, which can improve the performance
of energy systems, and a TES can correct the gap between the demand and supply of
energy. The main types of a TES are a sensible heat storage and a latent heat storage.
The latent heat storage is a very efficient method to store and release thermal energy
because it has a high-energy storage density at constant temperatures. A latent heat
storage material can store 5-14 times more heat per unit volume than a sensible heat
storage material can.
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) are well known as latent heat storage materials.
PCMs can save thermal energy, and use energy efficiently, because PCMs can absorb
thermal energy in the solid state, and the thermal energy can be released in the liquid
state at a constant temperature. Therfore, PCMs as new materials for saving energy
can be applied into building applications.
The objective of this study is to develop a methodology and procedure to accu-
rately determine material properties of PCMs based on salt hydrates because inac-
curate materials properties are measured by existing methodology. The materials
properties of the PCMs are presented by various methods, such as DSC method and
heat flow method, because information about the properties of the PCMs is not ac-
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curate and detailed. In order to determine and assess the TES systems of the PCMs
over a variety temperature range, the results, such as the dynamic/isothermal results,
the thermal conductivities, and the enthalpy changes of the PCMs were compared
and analyzed. In addition, this study demonstrates how to design building roofs
incorporating PCMs to save energy using FEA. Therefore, this study propose the de-
veloped methodology to analyze accurately the material properties of the PCMs. The
developed methodology can be used to analyze accurately the TES systems of PCMs.
The results obtained by the methodology can then be used to form a database, which
can offer important and valuable information for a wide range of TES applications.
In the following parts of the thesis, Section 1.2 shows a thermal energy stor-
age, classification of Phase Change Materials (PCMs), and applications of applying
PCMs. Section 2 introduces experimental methods and materials selected in order
to determine the thermophysical properties from the experimental analysis. Section
3.1 shows dynamic Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) results and isothermal
DSC results. In this thesis, two types of DSC equipment are used to measure the
thermophysical properties accurately using various PCMs. In order to analyze TES
systems of PCMs, enthalpy change curves as a function of temperature are consisted
of results of dynamic DSC. In Section 3.2, the thermal conductivities, the volumetric
heat capacities, and the enthalpy change curves as a function of temperature ob-
tained using heat flow meter are indicated to assess the effects of the presence of
PCMs, especially, enthalpy change curves by heat flow method results are compared
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with enthalpy change curves by dynamic DSC method. Section 3.3 shows the ther-
mal diffusivity to indicate ability of PCMs to transfer thermal energy as the diffusion
is happened. Section 3.4 shows numerical simulation, such as verification study and
case study, to check accuracy of the result obtained using ABAQUS and to investigate
potential for energy savings with incoporating PCMs in a building.
1.2 Literature review
1.2.1 Thermal Energy Storage
Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is defined as the temporary holding of thermal energy
in the form of hot or cold substances for later utilization (Abedin and Rosen [2011]). A
Thermal Energy Storage (TES) system is an important technology to provide energy
savings and the efficient and optimum energy use in very specific areas such as security
energy supply or thermal inertia and thermal protection (Abedin and Rosen [2011];
Zalba et al. [2003]). Also, a TES system is an efficient energy storage, which can
improve the performance of energy systems, and the TES can reduce the mismatch
between the supply and demand of energy. A TES system is classified as a sensible
heat thermal energy storage, a latent heat thermal energy storage, and a chemical
energy storage.
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1.2.1.1 Sensible Heat
A sensible heat storage involves storing or releasing thermal energy by increasing
or decreasing the temperature of a solid or liquid storage material through a heat
transfer interaction. Also, in a sensible heat storage, thermal energy, which is stored
or released, happens over a range of temperature without a change in phase of a
material during the process of charging and discharging. The amount of heat stored
is based on the mass of storage material, specific heat capacity, and the temperature
change (Abedin and Rosen [2011]; Zalba et al. [2003]; Pielichowska and Pielichowski




mCpdt = mCp(T2 − T1) (1.1)
where Q is the sensible heat stored, m is the mass of storage material, Cp is the
specific heat capacity at constant pressure, and T1 and T2 are the temperature range.
1.2.1.2 Latent Heat
A Latent heat storage is a very efficient method for storing or releasing thermal
energy due to its high storage density at a constant temperature (Pielichowska and
Pielichowski [2014]). A latent heat storage depends on the storage material absorbing
or releasing heat at a constant temperature during the phase change. Unlike a sensible
heat storage, a latent heat storage offers a higher storage density at a more narrow
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temperature range. In addition, latent heat storage materials such as Phase Change
Materials (PCMs) can store 5-14 times more heat per unit volume than sensible heat
storage materials such as water, masonry, or rock can (Sharma et al. [2009]).
For understanding the storage density of a latent heat storage system, a sensible
heat storage over the entire temperature range should be considered with a latent
heat storage at a narrow temperature range during the phase transition. Thus, the
total stored energy for TES system with a PCM can be expressed as, (Pielichowska








where the first term and last term are sensible heat of the solid and liquid phases, and
the second term is latent heat during the phase transition, m is the mass of a PCM,
Ti is an initial temperature, Tm is a melting temperature, Tf is a finish temperature,
and ∆h is a latent heat of fusion.
1.2.1.3 Thermochemical Energy
In a thermochemical energy storage, a thermochemical energy storage involves sorp-
tion and thermochemical reactions. Thermal energy is stored and released by dis-
sociation reaction and chemically reverse reaction. The total stored energy for TES
system with a PCM is given by
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Q = arm∆h (1.3)
where ar is the extent of conversion, m is the mass of storage material and ∆h is the
heat of the reaction.
Even though a thermochemical energy storage has a higher storage capacity than
other storage systems, this method is limited due to the high cost for using this
method (Abedin and Rosen [2011]; Sharma et al. [2009]).
1.2.2 Classification of Phase Change Materials
Phase Change Materials (PCM) are called latent heat storage materials, and the
thermal energy transition happens as a material is changed from liquid to solid or
from solid to liquid (Sharma et al. [2009]).
The ideal PCMs in a thermal energy storage system should fulfill desirable criteria
related to thermal, physical, kinetic, chemical properties, and economics (Zalba et al.
[2003]; Sharma et al. [2009]; Hawer et al. [1993]; Khudhair and Farid [2004]; Tyagi
and Buddhi [2007a]):
Thermal properties are: 1) proper temperature range for phase change; 2) high
phase change latent heat of fusion per unit volume; 3) high specific heat to provide
additional sensible heat storage; 4) high thermal conductivity of both liquid and solid
phases.
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Physical properties are: 1) favorable phase equilibrium; 2) small volume change
in phase transition; 3) low vapor pressure over temperature range; 4) high density.
Kinetic properties are: 1) no supercooling during the freezing process; 2) high
nucleation rate; to avoid supercooling of liquid phase during solidification; 3) adequate
crystallization rate.
Chemical properties are: 1) long term chemical stability; 2) compatibility with
the construction materials; 3) no corrosion influence on materials of construction; 4)
non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-explosive materials.
Economics are: 1) abundant; 2) available; 3) cost effective; 4) easy recycling and
treatment.
PCMs can be classified by three parts depending on the temperature range (melt-
ing temperature): 1) low temperature PCMs: phase change temperature is below
15◦C, and their applications are air conditioning and the food industry; 2) mid tem-
perature PCMs: phase change temperature range is 15˜90◦C, and applications are
solar, medical, textile, electronic, and building material; 3) high temperature PCMs:
temperature is above 90◦C, and the PCMs are used for industrial and aerospace appli-
cations (Pielichowska and Pielichowski [2014]; Kenisarin [2010]). As shown in Figure
1.1, PCMs can be divided into three groups: organic, inorganic, and eutectic.
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Figure 1.1: Classification of PCMs
1.2.2.1 Organic PCM
Organic Phase Change Materials are classified as Paraffin compounds and Non-
Paraffin compounds. Organic PCMs involve congruent melting and freezing with-
out phase segregation or degradation of latent heat. Also, organic PCMs are self-
nucleating, which means accelerated solidification or crystallization. Organic materi-
als have small temperature range from -5◦C to 150◦C, small density below 1 g/cm3,
and high heat of fusion range from 45 to 250 kJ/kg (Sharma et al. [2009]; Subramanian
[2011]; Banu et al. [1998]).
Paraffin consists of a mixture straight chain of CH3-(CH2)-CH3. This chain is
directly related to a large amount of latent heat of fusion so the melting temperature
and latent heat can be increased with the chain length increase. The general formula
of Non-paraffin as fatty acids is a chain of CH3(CH2)2nCOOH, and fatty acids have
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a higher latent heat of fusion than paraffin PCMs (Pielichowska and Pielichowski
[2014]). Advantages and disadvantages of orgainc PCMs are shown in Table 1.1.
1.2.2.2 Inorganic PCM
Inorganic PCMs are classified as salt hydrates and metallic alloys. Inorganic PCMs
have a higher latent heat of fusion than other PCMs. Salt hydrates are made of
inorganic salt and water in a crystal matrix and have general formula of AB·nH2O.
Salt hydrates have a high latent heat, a high melting temperature range from 15◦C
to 117◦C, a high thermal conductivity of 0.4 to 1 W/mK, and density of over 1
g/cm3. In the case of molten salts, a melting temperature range is from 250◦C to
1680◦C (Pielichowska and Pielichowski [2014]; Kenisarin [2010]; Subramanian [2011]).
Inorganic PCMs, especially salt hydrate are widely used for commercial PCMs with
a low cost such as CaCl2·6H2O, MgCl2·6H2O, MgNO3·6H2O, and Na2SO4·10H2O.
Table 1.2 is listed advantages and disadvantages of inorganic PCMs. In order to solve
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Table 1.2: Advantages and disadvantages of inorganic PCMs
Advantages Disadvantages
High latent heat of fusion
High thermal conductivity









drawback of segregation and supercooling, a rolling cylinder heat storage system is
suggested (Furbo [1983]).
Metallic alloys are used as a high temperature PCMs with high thermal reliability
and repeatability. Even though metallic alloys have a high thermal conductivity
and a high latent heat of fusion, metallic alloys PCMs are not used for commercial
application due to the weight (Sharma et al. [2009]).
1.2.2.3 Eutectic PCM
Eutectic PCMs are defined as a minimum-melting composition of two or more com-
ponents for improving properties. Eutectic PCMs consist of organic compounds,
or inorganic compounds, or organic-inorganic compounds. Two or more PCMs are
mixed to make a new eutectic PCMs, which have melted at the same temperature.
Eutectic PCMs can melt and freeze without segregation because a mixture of the
component crystals can combine congruently during the solidification (Sharma et al.
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[2009]). Advantages and disadvantages of eutectic PCMs are listed in Table 1.3.
Table 1.3: Advantages and disadvantages of eutectic PCMs
Advantages Disadvantages
Sharp melting point
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1.2.3 Applications
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) can be applied in the building industry, solar energy
systems, conservation/transport of temperature sensitive materials, smart textiles,
and so on. In recent years, biomedical applications and electronics applied PCMs
have emerged in the industry. The applications of thermal energy storage systems
applied PCMs are considered in the following sections.
1.2.3.1 Thermal Energy Storage for Buildings
PCMs can often be used in the building industry to improve the effect of a thermal
energy storage and stabilize temperature. PCMs depended on the building systems
are categorized as passive, assisted passive, and active storage systems. In terms of
passive storage systems, PCMs incorporated directly into the building are used for
heating/cooling systems without active mechanical devices. PCMs are continuingly
being investigated for passive storage systems, including PCM wall, PCM shutter,
PCM building block and air based heating system, etc. (Pielichowska and Pieli-
chowski [2014]; Chan et al. [2010]). In the case of assisted passive systems, PCMs are
incorporated into the building for heating or cooling as passive systems. Moreover,
the system of convection is also used for air flow in order to pass through the material
surface. Active storage systems can be used for off peak storages of thermal energy
storages in buildings, and PCMs in active systems are involved in auxiliary heating
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or cooling units. PCMs have studied for active storage systems with floor heating,
ceiling boards, and photovoltaic applications (Tyagi and Buddhi [2007b]).
Some representative applications of thermal energy storage with PCMs for high
performance building are introduced in this section. Generally, PCMs can be inte-
grated with various kinds and elements for buildings, but each applications has its
intrinsic characteristics. This section consists of generally used building applications,
including PCM integrated wall, PCM assisted under floor heating system, PCM as-
sisted ceiling board, and PCM integrated roof.
1.2.3.2 PCM Integrated Wall
PCM integrated wall is widely used and studied for high performance buildings due
to the effective heat transfer and convenient use. In order to integrate PCMs with
building walls, there are two ways, classified as immersion and attachment. First
of all, the method of immersion is to integrate PCMs into many different construc-
tion materials for building envelope, such as wallboard, plaster, concrete, and bricks.
Generally, immersion PCMs are classified as direct immersion, macro-encapsulated,
and micro-encapsulated PCMs. Micro-encapsulated PCMs are used successfully for
high performance building industry, but applications of direct immersion and macro
encapsulated PCMs are not applied with the building structure materials.
Micro encapsulated PCM is a PCM is encapsulated inside the acrylic polymer/mem-
brane with the dimension of few micrometers. Advantage of using of micro encapsu-
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Figure 1.2: The micro encapsulated PCM from Microtec Lab, Inc. (Archtecture and
Design Powered by Infolink [2015])
lated PCMs is to avoid the shortages, rather than using direct immersed or macro-
encapsulated PCMs. Nowadays, there are many commercial products of micro en-
capsulated PCMs as Micro PCM (MPCM) produced by Microtek Lab, Inc (Microtek
[2017]). General properties of the micro PCM product are that temperature range is
-30◦C to 65◦C, PCM content in capsule is 85-90 wt.%, and particle size is 14-24 micron
for dry powder or wet cake forms and 2-5 micron for slurry form (Microtek [2017]).
Figure 1.2 shows the brief schematic of the micro encapsulated PCM produced by
Microtek Lab, Inc (Archtecture and Design Powered by Infolink [2015]).
The solution of attachments is to attach one or more PCM integrated wall layers
to the wall. PCMs can be integrated with attached layers (wallboard) and considered
as the interior decoration work. Since the PCM integrated a board or a panel accepts
a separate mass production of the board or the panel layer, it has advantages of high
efficiency and low overall cost. Thus, this method is widely used in real applications
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Figure 1.3: A PCM integrated panel from DuPont Company (Dupont [2012])
(Tyagi and Buddhi [2007b]; Cao [2010]). The typical commercial product is a PCM
panel made by DuPont Company. Technical properties of the panel are paraffin
loading of 60%, melt point of 21.7◦C, latent heat storage capacity of >70 kJ/Kg,
conductivity in the solid state of 0.18 W/mK, and conductivity in the liquid state
of 0.14 W/mK (Dupont [2017]). Figure1.3 shows the typical PCM integrated panel
produced by DuPont Company (Dupont [2012]).
Many researchers have investigated applications and studies of the PCM inte-
grated wall. Typically, several studies and applications with the PCM integrated
wall can be classified into two types. The first type is study and applications for the
wall between indoor and outdoor. The second type is research and application for
the wall between indoor and room (Cao [2010]).
A typical application of the first type is a Trombe wall. To get better thermal
storage mass than the conventional masonry wall, PCMs are used in the application
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of collector storage building wall as the Trombe Wall. Many studies have focused
on investigating the reliability of PCMs in the Trombe Wall (Ghoneim et al. [1991]).
Phase change material units need less space and weight rather than water walls so
these are very suitable materials to make and use in retrofit applications for high
performance buildings. Salt hydrates and hydrocarbons under PCMs are mainly used
in building construction, and metallic compounds are sometimes added for increasing
thermal conductivity and efficiency.
In the end of 1970s, Benard et al. [1985] studied to make a series of experi-
ments to compare sensible and latent materials for the Trombe wall. They measured
the behavior of three different thermal walls by using same test cell.The PCMs in
the three different thermal walls were respectively a hard paraffin (Acro-wax 45-48)
for wall A, a soft paraffin (Total SW2) for wall B, and concrete for wall C. Even
though the wall including paraffin wax was 1/5 the thickness and 1/12 the weight of
wall C including concrete, the results indicated similar thermal energy storage effects
(Benard et al. [1985]).In order to investigate the reliability of PCM applied into the
Trombe wall, many researchers studied experimental, theoretical, and simulation tests
of the collector-storage building walls using Phase Change Materials such as sodium
sulphate decahydrate, medicinal paraffin, P116-wax, and concrete (Ghoneim et al.
[1991]; Swet [1980]; Chandra et al. [1985]). These results indicated the Trombe wall
applied sodium sulphate decahydrate had a better thermal energy storage system due
to its high latent heat and thermal conductivity, and the PCM, which has less thick-
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ness, was a suitable material in comparison to a conventional masonry wall in order
to provide desirable thermal energy storage systems. Until now, many researchers
have studied applications of PCMs integrated Trombe walls.
This part is for research and application for the wall between indoor and rooms.
Most residential buildings such as apartments or attached houses have walls shared
between rooms. A typical application of the integrated wall shared between two ad-
jacent rooms is a PCM wallboard. The PCM wallboards are attached to the interior
wall in order to share a wall between two rooms. The PCM wallboards including
encapsulated-PCMs are widely used and cheap in building applications. These PCM
wallboards as shared wall should be considered to control the fluctuation of tem-
perature for thermal stability (Kuznik and Virgone [2009]). Many researchers have
examined how to stabilize temperature of adjacent rooms by using PCM wallboards
applied into the building or into numerical simulation over several years (Salyer and
Sircar [1990]; Feldman et al. [1991]; Neeper [2000]; Kalousck and Hirs [2002]; Ahmad
et al. [2006]). Ahmad et al. [2006] and Liu and Awbi [2009] investigated the effects of
a PCM wallboard on heat flux, surface temperature and heat conductivity loss. Their
results showed that the use of PCM wallboards reduced temperature fluctuations of
about 4 ˜5 ◦C on wall surfaces (Ahmad et al. [2006]; Liu and Awbi [2009]).
Macro encapsulated PCM and direct immersion method are not widely used in
commercial product due to the several drawbacks such as heat transfer rate is de-
creased and these methods are protected against destruction. The alternative method
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is to use micro encapsulated PCM accessible for the building industry in order to over-
come the drawbacks (Schossig et al. [2005]).
1.2.3.3 PCM Assisted Under-Floor Heating System
An under-floor heating system is also the important part for heating or cooling of
buildings. Especially under-floor electrical heating systems are widely used in building
industry for heating of the indoors. Since the electricity tariffs of peak hours are more
expansive than those of off peak hours, the electrical heating load should be shifted
from high electricity tariffs to low electricity tariffs so the thermal storage system has
to considered with an under-floor heating system.
First of all, Athienitis and Chen [2000] suggested the sensible heat storage so-
lutions as the transient heat transfer (the storage medium) in under-floor heating
systems. They focused on the effect of the cover later and solar radiation on dynamic
thermal performance of floor heating systems. The thermal storage was composed of
hardwood cover layers over concrete or gypcrete (gypsum-concrete composite) ther-
mal storage. The results were that solar radiation stored in the floor thermal storage
can be decreased heating energy consumption 30% or more, and increase in thermal
storage thickness did not affect energy saving with conventional proportional-integral
control. Lin et al. [2007] carried out the experimental study of an electrical heating
system with a ductless air supply and a shape-stabilized PCM for a thermal storage.
Schematics of the heating system are shown in Figure 1.4. The under-floor heating
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the heating system (Lin et al. [2007])
system was made of 120mm thick polystyrene insulation, electric heating system,
15mm thick PCM including 75 wt% paraffin and 25 wt% polyethylene, 50mm thick
air layer, 40mm thick floor cover, cylindrical supporters, and air inlets/outlets. The
electric heater melted the PCM layer by using nighttime electricity since the electric-
ity tariff at night was cheaper about 1/3-1/5 than at the day and then this heating
system absorbed and stored heat (Lin et al. [2004]). The result indicated that the
total electricity consumption was shifted from the peak to the off peak period with
economic benefit by applying a ductless air supply. In addition, the electricity con-
sumption period shifted showed that thermal comfort can be kept comfortable.
There are many commercial products for PCM assisted under-floor heating sys-
tems. NetGreen Solar Ltd. (NetGreen Solar Ltd. [2017]) has produced commercial
merchandise such as PCM floor panels. As shown in Figure 1.5, an under-floor heating
system consists of floor covering, concrete, PCM thermal storage panel, and insula-
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of commercial product of under-floor heating system made by
NetGreen Solar Ltd. (NetGreen Solar Ltd. [2017])
tion. The principle of an under-floor electrical heating system with a PCM panel is
that the heat from a solar generator during the day circulates through a PCM ther-
mal storage panel of the under-floor electrical heating system. The PCM panel uses
latent heat in order to store the heat during the night.
1.2.3.4 PCM Assisted Ceiling Boards
PCM assisted ceiling boards also play an important part, utilized for the heating or
cooling in building applications. This method is widely used in building due to ease of
installation and implementation. Currently, PCM assisted ceiling boards are classified
into three types: a PCM slurry assisted ceiling system; a PCM integrated ceiling
system; a separate PCM storage unit assisted ceiling system/air conditioning system
(Socaciu [2012a]). The first type, a PCM slurry assisted ceiling system, is an extension
of the traditional ceiling system, which is integrated an air conditioning system. The
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difference is heat transfer, which flows via the ceiling board and is switched into PCM
slurry. The second type, a PCM integrated ceiling system, integrates PCMs into the
ceiling board and this method can cause further development for the building fabric
thermal storage. Moreover, the advantage of this kind of ceiling system is to have a
PCM as thermal mass, which has a high density of thermal storage. The third type
is the separate PCM storage unit assisted ceiling system/air conditioning system.
A feature of this third type is that the PCM applied into this type is not directly
connected with ceiling. In addition, the third type is applied into a traditional air
conditioning system with the chilled water, which flow via the ceiling but there is
a separate PCM storage between the air conditioning system and the distribution
system of the chilled water, and the PCM storage directly affect the temperature
variation of the chilled water. In the commercial industry, the third type is widely
used. This is the reason why this method has easy compatibility of PCM storage
units with the traditional air conditioning system.
A typical application of the first type is that Turnpenny et al. [2000] showed per-
formance of cooled ceiling operating with Microencapsulated Phase Change Material
(MPCM) slurry. Schematics diagram of cooled ceiling system with MPCM slurry
storage tank is shown in Figure 1.6.
They proposed a new design of an air conditioning system including a cooled ceil-
ing and a MPCM slurry storage. The MPCM slurry consisted of microencapsulating
PCM particles and hexadecane, covered by a thin film shell. During the working
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Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of cooled ceiling system with MPCM slurry storage
tank (Wang and Niu [2009])
time, the PCM slurry was directly pumped from the MPCM storage to the ceiling
panels and its PCM was melted from a solid state to a liquid state and stored the
latent/sensible heats. After that, the MPCM slurry in the liquid state returned to
the MPCM storage tank and mixed with another MPCM slurry. Moreover, the re-
searchers conducted a simulation study for comparing three different systems, which
are cooled-ceiling with MPCM slurry, with an ice storage and without a thermal
storage. The result was that the MPCM slurry storage could shift the cooling part
from the daytime to the nighttime, so this system was economically favorable with
low day/night electricity tariff rations (Wang and Niu [2009]).
An example of the second type is Turnpenny et al. [2000] designed a novel ven-
tilation cooling system for reducing air conditioning in the buildings with a latent
heat storage involving heat pipes embedded in a Phase Change Material (PCM) as
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of heat pipe and PCM applications (Turnpenny et al. [2000])
shown in Figure 1.7. Researchers conducted a one-dimensional mathematical mod-
eling of the heat transfer between air and the PCM to determine a test unit. They
then studied a theoretical model of heat transfer from air to the PCM through the
heat pipe. The results showed this system could melt and freeze all PCMs at low
temperature with flow rates. The flow rates could increase the heat transfer rate and
reduced the number of storages in order to maintain coolness in a room. Therefore,
this system stored coolness in nighttime and released the coolness stored during the
day (Turnpenny et al. [2000]).
An application example of the third type is that Moreno et al. [2014] have stud-
ied PCM tanks in a heat pump system for space cooling as shown in Figure 1.8.
Researchers have shown the real experimental study and numerical simulation, ap-
plied summer condition, for a heat pump coupled with thermal energy storage (TES)
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of TES heat pump system during the charging mode. 1)
Heat pump (A. Evaporator, B. Condenser), 2) cold tank, 3) hot tank, 4) AHU, 5)
outlet water-to-air heat exchanger, 6) inlet water-to-air-heat exchanger, 7) fan heater
(Moreno et al. [2014])
tanks. They estimated the thermal behavior of the TES tank for a cold storage and
the application of the system for cooling. In order to analyze the results, two different
tanks, a water tank and a PCM tank, were compared in this study. In this study,
the PCM consisted of a salt hydrate, phase change temperature was about 10◦C,
and the macro-encapsulated form in plastic flab slabs. The result was that the PCM
tank could provide 14.5% more energy (cold) and maintain temperature of inside by
20.65% longer time than the water tank.
1.2.3.5 PCM Integrated Roof
Among all the PCM applications for high performance buildings, a roof is a very
important thermal buffer as a PCM integrated wall between the indoors and the
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of the solar heating system (Socaciu [2012a])
environment. Moreover, a PCM integrated roof can store heat or energy during the
daytime. Then, during the nighttime, the heat stored is released indoors. PCM
integrated roof systems can be classified into three types. The first type is a PCM
integrated roof system with heating. During the day and when heat is needed, air
is flowed via a roof collector and it moves into indoors. The second type is without
heating. Air is moved into the thermal storage. The third type is without sunshine.
Room air is moved via the thermal storage. After that, the air can be heated and
entered into the room. The solar heating system is shown to deliver heat into the
house as shown in Figure 1.9 (Socaciu [2012a]).
A typical application was demonstrated by Pasupathy et al. [2008]. They carried
out experiments and numerical simulations for the thermal performance of a building
roof with a PCM for thermal management. A building roof system incorporating a
PCM was made of a roof top slab (brick mixture and mortar), a PCM panel, and
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Figure 1.10: The PCM integrated building roof (Pasupathy et al. [2008])
a concrete slab, as shown in Figure 1.10. Also, water pipes were included into the
PCM panel to provide a cooling system. In this study, two different rooms have been
constructed to compare thermal performance. One room was the building roof system
without the PCM panel, and the other room was the building roof system with the
PCM panel. The PCM used in the experiment was the salt hydrate. The results from
experiments and simulations showed the effect of variation in the indoor room during
the year with the PCM panel thickness. A single PCM integrated roof is suitable
from December to April, but it is not easily available from May to November because
the roof system did not maintain a constant temperature (Pasupathy et al. [2008]).
Biswas et al. [2013] conducted a study of the energy-saving potential of various
metal roofs incorporating dynamic insulation systems. The various metal roofs tested
in their study were made of a Phase Change Material, a rigid insulation, a low emit-
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Figure 1.11: Schematics of test roofs (Biswas et al. [2013])
tance surface, and an above-sheathing ventilation (ASV) with standing-seam metal
panels on top as shown in Figure 1.11. Selected PCMs were from Infinite R Company.
In their study, four different test roofs were used to measure potential for reducing the
attic-generated space-conditioning loads. The first type was an asphalt shingle roof,
used as a control for comparison. The second type (lane 2) was with air gap and low
e surface, and the PCM was under the rigid insulation board. In the third type (lane
3), there was no air gap, and the PCM was over the rigid insulation. In the fourth
type (lane 4), there was air gap, and the PCM was also over the rigid insulation.
According to Biswas et al. [2013]’s analysis, all of the tested roofs indicated potential
in reducing the heat flows via the roof and ceiling, and in reducing temperature fluc-
tuations, especially in the case of lane 2, since the roof has low ambient temperature
and low heat flux, the use of lane 2 is better in summer. Since the roof, which has
high temperature and high heat flux, is suitable during the winter, the use of lane 4
is better during the winter (Biswas et al. [2013]).
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1.2.3.6 Solar Water Heating Systems
The solar water heating system is a popular because the system is inexpensive and
easy to install and maintain. Prakash et al. [1985] showed a new built-in storage
type water heater including a PCM layer at the bottom. During the daytime, the
stored water was heated up and the water transfered heat as latent heat to the PCM.
During the nighttime, the heat in the PCM was released to water by the cold water,
which was substituted by the hot water. Researchers analyzed the new system for
various PCM thickness and different flow rates for hot water requirements, and they
compared the systems with the PCM and without the PCM. As shown in Figure 1.12,
the solar water heater with the PCM storage was designed. The heater system was
made of a rectangular galvanized iron thank of 9 cm depth and 1m2 exposed surface
area with a glass cover of 3mm thick on the top and an insulation of 5cm thick at the
bottom and the sides of heater. The PCM, which was capsulated, was applied over
the insulation and the PCM selected in the study was paraffin wax. The results were
that water heater incorporating the PCM storage was more effective for hot water
requirements during the nighttime, but disadvantage of this system was poor heat
transfer between the PCM and water (Prakash et al. [1985]).
Ghoneim [1989] investigated to develop a model of Phase Change Energy Storage
(PCES) system. Figure 1.13 showed a cylindrical storage unit in the closed loop pipes
with a solar plate collector used in the study. The storage vessel was made of several
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Figure 1.12: Schematic diagram of solar water heating system (Prakash et al. [1985])
Figure 1.13: A cylindrical storage vessel with PCM storage (Ghoneim [1989])
closed cylindrical pipes containing the phase change medium and the heat transfer
fluid flowed parallel to the storage vessel. This system was an efficient storage system
for improving the heat transfer between water and the PCM and reserved the heat
for a long period of 4 times more (Ghoneim [1989]).
Many researchers have conducted comparative studies of different sized storage
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vessels including a PCM with latent and sensible heat storages (Bansal and Buddhi
[1992]; Bajnǿczy et al. [1999]; Kaygusuz [1995]; Rabin et al. [1995]; Mettawee and
Assassa [2006]).
1.2.3.7 Solar Air Heating Systems
Jurinak and Abdel-Khalik [1979] carried out a simulation study to investigate the
performance of air based solar heating systems utilizing a Phase Change Energy
Storage (PCES) as shown in Figure 1.14. Researchers studied the effects of storage
size, melting temperature, and latent heat on the thermal performance of air based
solar heating systems. Not only the development of empirical method for PCES
unit, but also the assessment of PCES economics were indicated in their study. The
PCM used in this study was paraffin wax. The result in the study, which showed
the thermal performance of an air based solar heating system, was more sensitive to
variation under melting temperature of the PCMs. Therefore, melting temperature
rather than latent heat of the PCM are considered to select the PCM. An empirical
method developed for PCES unit was able to be used to investigate the effective
thermal capacitance of PCES unit on air based solar heating system with sensible
heat. Assessment of PCES economics with volume reductions showed that PCES
was more economical than rock bed storage (Jurinak and Abdel-Khalik [1979]).
Many researchers have investigated the effect of Phase Change Energy Storage
(PCES) on the performance of solar air based heating systems utilizing various PCMs.
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Figure 1.14: Schematic of the air based solar heating system with Phase Change
Energy Storage (PCES) (Jurinak and Abdel-Khalik [1979])
In addition, they have carried out comparative analyses between air-based systems
and liquid-based systems (Morrison and Abdel-Khalik [1978]; Ghoneim and Klein
[1989]).
Enibe [2002] examined the performance of a natural circulation solar air heating
system with a Phase Change Energy Storage (PCES). Enibe [2002] conducted the
design, construction, and performance evaluation of a passive solar powered air heat-
ing system. The air heating system used in this study was made of a single glazed
flat plate solar collector involving a PCES. During the day, the solar air heating sys-
tem was performed under no-load conditions in the ambient temperature range and
a daily global irradiation range of 19-41◦C and 4.9-19.9 MJ/m2, respectively. The
peak temperature of the heated air was increased until 15K with airflow rate of 0.058
kg/s and peak cumulative efficiency of 50%. The results showed valuable and suitable
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Figure 1.15: Schematic of the simulation room with SSPCM (Zhou et al. [2007])
solar air heating systems for use as crop drying applications without direct exposure
to sunlight (Enibe [2002]). Zhou et al. [2007] investigated numerical performance of a
hybrid heating system with the thermal storage using shape-stabilized phase change
material (SSPCM) plates as shown in Figure 1.15. This study was based on a direct
gain passive solar house in Beijing, China. SSPCM plates were applied such as inner
lining of walls and the ceiling. Researchers accomplished a simulation study with var-
ious enthalpy models during winter heating time and load hours at late night/early
morning as well as daytime in order to maintain indoor temperature at over 18◦C.
The results showed that the thermal storage effect of SSPCM plates improved the
indoor thermal comfort level. In addition, the thermal storage effect indicated to
save normal/peak-hour energy use and total energy consumption of 47% and 12%,
respectively (Zhou et al. [2007]).
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1.2.3.8 Conservation and Transport of Temperature Sensitive Materials
In this section, the use of a PCM in different applications is introduced. The most
frequently used commercial applications are the conservation and transport of tem-
perature sensitive materials. A PCM provides thermal protection by using its high
thermal inertia. Applications for a cold storage are divided into four types: 1) cool-
ing: using of off peak rates and decreasing of installed power; 2) thermal protec-
tion: conservation and transport of food such as ice cream or beverages, hotel trade,
catering, and so on; 3) medical applications: transport of blood or organs, operat-
ing tables, cold therapies; 4) industrial cooling system: regasification terminal (Orǿ
et al. [2012]). These applications are already manufactured in the market by many
companies (Sofrigam [2017]; PCM Thermal Solution [2017]; PCM Products [2017];
Rubitherm [2017]).
In order to maintain and transport sensitive food, a cold storage such as a container
should be needed. Melone et al. [2012] proposed the development of PCM composites
with a different latent heat range of 4-10 ◦C for a cold storage. Researchers provided
an easy way to make a design of a micro encapsulated PCM composite for sold storage
packaging by using experimental and computational results (Melone et al. [2012]).
Azzouz et al. [2008]; Azzouz et al. [2009] examined the performance of a household
refrigerator with a PCM modified for providing a latent heat storage capacity, which
allows some operating hours of a refrigerator without a power supply. This system
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was measured under various operating conditions such as PCM thickness, ambient
temperature, and thermal load. The experimental tests and numerical simulation
results showed that the use of the PCM indicated 10-30% efficiency of the coefficient
of performance, depended on the thermal load and allowed continuous working time
of 5-9h without power supply (Azzouz et al. [2008]; Azzouz et al. [2009]). Gin et al.
[2010] investigated the effect of door openings and deforest cycles on a freezer with
phase change panels to maintain stable temperature. Temperature fluctuation was
measured during power loss. The experimental results showed that the use of PCMs in
a freezer decreased the temperature variation. Energy consumption was also reduced
by 8% and 7% during a defrost cycle and door opening, respectively (Gin et al. [2010]).
Transport of temperature sensitive products is also important and efficient work.
Tan et al. [2010]carried out an experimental study on liquid/solid phase change for
a cold energy storage of liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) refrigerated vehicle as shown
in Figure 1.16. They studied to offer valuable design and optimization of the cold
energy storage of LNG refrigerated vehicle. The PCM selected in their study had the
temperature range of -30-10 ◦C, and the PCM was solidified outside the heat transfer
tubes cooled by cryogenic nitrogen gas. The results from the thermal resistance
analysis were to be happened the primary thermal resistance in the gaseous heat
transfer fluid (HTF) inner the tube, and in order to improve the inner heat transfer
and solidification performance, internal fins were applied to the tube. The ice layer
was increased in radial direction with time and the ice thickness was distributed along
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Figure 1.16: Schematic of the LNG refrigerated vehicle (Tan et al. [2010])
the axial direction in parabolic shape (Tan et al. [2010]).
1.2.3.9 Smart Textiles
In the early 1980s, the study for involving micro-encapsulated PCMs into textiles was
developed by NASA in order to improve the thermal performance of textile structures,
and this new technology was applied to the astronauts’ space suits (Pielichowska and
Pielichowski [2014]; Mondal [2008]). Vigo and Frost [1982] investigated some types
of thermo-regulating fibers under ambient temperature ranges. They studied tem-
perature sensitive hollow fibers into a PCM solution. Based on this study, many
studies were developed to improve the role of thermos-regulating fibers (Vigo and
Frost [1983]; Vigo [1997]). Nowadays, encapsulated PCMs in textiles are widely used
for thermos-regulated textile fibers and fabric coatings as indicated in Figure 1.17.
PCMs incorporated textiles are applied to space suits/gloves, sportswear, bedding
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Figure 1.17: PCM microcapsules coated on the surface of fabric (a) and embedded
in fiber (b) (Mondal [2008])
accessories, medical applications such as surgical apparel, bandages, ski shoes, ski ac-
cessories, mountaineering boots, racecar drivers’ boots, and so on. In addition, many
applications containing PCMs can be protected from drastic changes of tempera-
ture such as overheating or bitter cold, so this effect is defined as thermoregulation
(Mondal [2008]).
Shin et al. [2005a]; Shin et al. [2005b] developed the thermoregulation of textile
materials with microencapsulated PCMs, which are melamine-formaldehyde micro-
capsules, including eicosane by in situ polymerization. After that, microencapsulated
PCMs were added to polyester knit fabrics by a conventional pad-dry-cure process in
order to improve thermoregulation of textile materials. Researchers investigated the
characterization of the microencapsulated PCMs on the particle size, size distribution,
morphology, thermal properties, and stability. The conclusions showed an increase of
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heat storage capacity with an increase in the concentration of the microcapsules and
the thermoregulation fabrics with microencapsulated PCMs was retained about the
heat storage capacity of 40% after launderings of five times (Shin et al. [2005a]; Shin
et al. [2005b]).
Koo et al. [2008] measured the thermal and physical properties of waterproof
nylon fabric incorporating temperature stabilizing microencapsulated PCM with a
dual coating process. Water vapor transmission rate, the thermal release capacity,
and thermal insulation of the dual coated fabrics were increased with increments of
contents of PCMs microencapsulated. From the results, this study showed better
performance of the dual coated fabrics for thermal regulation than using dry/wet
coating method. This is the reason why the results of water entry pressure, water
vapor transmission rate, and thermal performance were improved (Koo et al. [2008]).
Many researchers reported on the electrospinning of ultrafine fibers thermo-regulated,
producing a new method with in situ polymerization and complex coacervation and
investigating the effect of thermal protective clothing with various encapsulated PCMs
(Chen et al. [2007]; Onder et al. [2008]; Rothmaier et al. [2008]; Wang et al. [2006]).
1.2.3.10 Biomaterials and Biomedical Applications
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) should be also considered important materials for
biomaterials and biomedical applications for thermal protection. Recently, there have
been many commercial products such as special bandages, thermal regulated textiles
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in order to maintain comfortable skin temperature for burns and heating/cooling
therapies (Zhang [2001]). Moreover, merchandise as hot/cold PCM pads for treatment
of a local pain can be easily gotten in the market.
Mondieig et al. [2003] presented temperature-sensitive biomedical products that
were made of molecular alloys for thermal protection. The biomedical device as the
storage for the thermal protection of blood element consisted of a double walled
pouch including molecular alloys phase change material. The molecular alloys phase
change materials pouches were in a freezer to make a solid state and then after
complete solidification, the pouch was contained into the carrier bag. When the blood
was moved with the device at room temperature, external calories were discontinued
by the molecular alloys phase change materials. The result showed that the pouch
with the molecular alloys phase change materials could be maintained at a lower
temperature than 10◦C over 6 hours (Mondieig et al. [2003]).
Lv et al. [2011] proposed a valuable study for thermal protection by using mi-
croencapsulated phase change micro/nanoparticles during cryosurgery. They studied
to protect the healthy tissue near the cancerous from thermal injury with the use of
microencapsulated PCM particles. The PCMs were delivered to the healthy tissue by
various injections. From the theoretical results, this new method indicated the de-
struction of cancer tissues within a proved spatial domain during cryosurgery around
healthy tissue. Also, the PCMs, which were not embedded and directly adjacent to
the tumor, could develop protection efficacy (Lv et al. [2011]).
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Wang et al. [2010a] proposed a new thermal bio-sensing technique for the highly
sensitive thermal detection of thrombin by using RNA aptamer-functionalized phase
change nanoparticles as thermal probes. The phase change nanoparticles as thermal
probes absorb heat energy and indicate sharp thermal peak during temperature range.
Moreover, the presence and amount of thrombin can be assumed from the positions
and areas of thermal peaks. Silicon nanopillars including high aspect ratio and ther-
mal conductivity can improve the detection sensitivity by four times under condition
of thrombin concentration of 55nM. In addition, the detection could be carried out
in serum due to thermal readout, which is immune to colored species (Wang et al.
[2010a]).
1.2.3.11 Electronics
The technological developments of electronic devices have shown high density, minia-
turization, high performance, and more power into small packages. Thermal manage-
ment by using a PCM based on cooling system has had critical potential for using
electronic devices such as cellular phone, digital cameras, and laptops, etc. Since
such devices are not run continuously for a long time, PCM based heat sinks should
maintain the working temperature of electronics and prevent overheating. Generally,
the allowable maximum temperatures of devices to avoid overheating and damage
to such devices are from 85◦C to 120◦C (Kandasamy et al. [2008]; Alrashdan et al.
[2010]).
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Figure 1.18: Schematic of PCM applied heat sink under QFP package (Kandasamy
et al. [2008])
Kandasamy et al. [2007] experimentally presented applications of a new PCM
package for thermal management of portable electronic devices under various param-
eters as power input, orientation of package, and melting/ freezing times. The results
showed that as power inputs were increased, the melting rates were increased. The
importance of the thermal resistance of the device and the power level used in the
PCM packages were also indicated for design of a passive thermal control system,
cost, and size (Kandasamy et al. [2007]). In another study with similar results by
Kandasamy et al. [2008], transient cooling of plastic quad flat package (QFP) elec-
tronic devices using a PCM based on heat sinks was evaluated as indicated in Figure
1.18 (Kandasamy et al. [2008]).
Yin et al. [2008] investigated thermal management as heat transfer of a heat sink
with composite PCMs. A composite PCM used in their study was made of paraffin
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into expanded graphite for good absorbability, and the composite PCM was applied
into the heat sink of the electronic device as a passive electronic cooling system. The
system showed good reliability for resisting the shock of high heat flux and operating
stability of devices. The heat transfer coefficient of the heat sink system with the PCM
was up to 3 times higher than without the PCM (Yin et al. [2008]). In another study
by Yin et al. [2010], a PCM, which was consisted of paraffin and porous expanded
graphite composites, was applied in electronic cooling systems. The apparent heat
transfer coefficients of the systems were 1.25-1.30 times greater than the traditional
cooling systems (Yin et al. [2010]).
Krishnan et al. [2005] presented a new hybrid heat sink, which is combined an
active plate fin heat sink with the tip immersed in a passive PCM, for transient
thermal management of electronics under conditions of the location, amount/type of
PCM, and the fin thickness. In this study, two kinds of PCMs were used such as
an organic PCM and a metallic PCM. Thermal diffusivity with the metallic PCM
showed better performance than the organic PCM, but the high density with the
metallic PCM was unsuitable for a low weight heat sink. As the heat transfer rate of
fin was increased, fin thickness and amount of PCMs were also increased, but melting
temperatures of PCMs were decreased (Krishnan et al. [2005]).
An experimental study on the cooling of mobile electronic devices such as personal
digital assistants (PDAs) and wearable computers using a heat storage unit with a
PCM was carried out by Tan and Tso [2004]. The PCM used in their study was n-
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eicosane PCM and was filled in the cavities of the internally fitted heat storage unit.
The high latent heat of n-eicosane PCM based on the system absorbed the heat from
the chips and maintained the temperature of chips within the allowable temperature
of 50◦C for 2 hours of transient operations of the device. Researchers showed that the
temperature of a mobile electronic device could be stable with increasing the amount
of PCMs. In addition, they predicted the configuration of heaters in IC package with
high power dissipation could operate a higher temperature (Tan and Tso [2004]).
1.2.3.12 Automotive Industry
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) are also widely used for thermal management of
catalytic converters (Burch et al. [1996]; Burch et al. [1995]), internal combustion
engines (Kim et al. [2010]), and engine cooling systems in automotive industry (Burch
et al. [1995]).
Kim et al. [2010] proposed a new cooling method using a PCM in an automo-
tive engine. A new cooling technique was applied in a heat accumulator in order to
downsize the automotive cooling system. The cooling system was affected to reduce
harmful emissions and improve fuel economy. In order to verify the new system uti-
lizing the heat load averaging capabilities of a PCM, three types of samples simulated
are a full size sample of an engine, a down-sized sample of an engine, and a down-
sized sample of an engine with a heat accumulator including the PCM inside. The
results showed that as the full size of the system was decreased by 30%, the smaller
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design indicated to fail dissipation of the peak heat load, to increase in the coolant
temperature of 25◦C rather than full size system, and to decrease the cooling warm
up time during a cold start. On the other hand, the peak heat load was averaged in
the down size system with heat accumulator with the PCM (Kim et al. [2010]).
Burch et al. [1995] studied to reducing cold start emissions by catalytic converter
thermal management. They established variable-conductance vacuum-insulated auto-
motive catalytic converters with a PCM. Thermal analysis was conducted to maintain
the converter temperature of 350◦C for 17 hours. In order to perform the emission
test, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon compounds emissions were measured. In
the case of including a palladium catalyst, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon com-
pounds emissions were reduced by 52% and 29% by Federal Test Procedure (FTP)
cycle, respectively. According to FTP cycle test, the emission reduction method
demonstrated the potential for simplicity, lower cost, and reduced thermal strains
(Burch et al. [1995]).
1.2.3.13 Space Applications
Space applications are needed a crucial requirement. Yimer and Adami [1997] im-
proved an analytical model for studying of thermal storage systems based on Lithium
hydride (LiH) for space applications. They researched the effect of several geometric
and thermal parameters of the thermal storage system with two dimensional shell
and tube configurations. The result indicated that energy stored was increased with
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an increase of inner tube and outshell diameters because energy for saving depended
on heat or energy store capacity of a material or an object. In addition, charging
rates and heat were increased with a decrease of the initial system temperature and
an increase of effective thermal conductivity caused by acceleration forces (Yimer and
Adami [1997]).
Cui et al. [2003] investigated thermal performance of a heat receiver for the NASA
2KW solar dynamic power system with thermal storage module, which was made of a
triple PCM unit. As shown in Figure 1.19, the heat receiver with multiple PCM was
measured under the conditions of maximal temperature for heat transfer, working
fluid exit temperature and liquid PCM fraction of the total heat transfer tube. The
results indicated using multiple PCMs rather than a single PCM could improve the
energy rate with a decreasing the fluctuation of the gas exit temperature. Therefore,
ability of the heat receiver was enhanced, and weight of the receiver was decreased
(Cui et al. [2003]).
Cui et al. [2008] conducted numerical simulations and experiment investigation
for a solar heat reciever. A LiF-CaF2 eutectic mixture PCM and dry air as the
working fluid were used in this study. In order to evaluate the thermal performance
of the solar heat receiver, the effects of inlet/outlet temperatures and flow rates were
investigated in their study. Resutls showed that both of input power and flow rate
affected outlet temperature and temperature increase of inlet/outlet. Input power
was useful during the daytime because outlet temperature reached until 834K at the
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Figure 1.19: Heat receiver (Cui et al. [2003])
end of sunlight period, and flow rate was also useful during the daytime and nighttime
because outlet temperature reached 820K at the end of night period (Cui et al. [2008]).
Wu et al. [2013] investigated the influence of shape-stabilized phase change mate-
rials (SSPCMs) on spacecraft thermal control under an extreme thermal environment
condition. In order to verify the valuable use of SSPCM on spacecraft under the harsh
condition, the thermal reaction of SSPCM in short-term high heat flux was assessed
in their study. The result showed that SSPCM was indicated efficient absorption of
heat to prevent faults of the thermal control system during the change of outer heat




2.1 Phase Change Materials (PCMs)
Four types of Phase Change Materials (PCMs), which are based on minerals, have
been investigated in this study each with macro-encapsulated PCM. The phase change
temperatures of those materials are at 21◦C, 23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively. Also,
the dimensions of the specimens of macro-encapsulated PCMs are 0.047m x 0.095m
x 0.005m. The mass of the specimens is 0.0336kg. This study was conducted based
on ASTM C1784-14. The properties of the PCMs are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Properties of PCMs(Infinity R Corporation [2017a])
Name Type Form Melting Temp.
(◦C)
Sample 1 Mineral Macro-
encapsulated
21◦C
Sample 2 Mineral Macro-
encapsulated
23◦C
Sample 3 Mineral Macro-
encapsulated
26◦C
Sample 4 Mineral Macro-
encapsulated
30◦C













T (0, t) = T1
T (L, t) = T2
(2.2)
The initial condition:
T (x, 0) = f (x) (2.3)
Where ρ is the mass density of the sample (kg/m3), Cp is the specific heat (J/kgK),
k is the thermal conductivity (W/mK), T is the temperature (◦C), x is the thickness
(m), and t is the time (sec).
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In order to find out the equilibrium, ∂T
∂t




When T = C1x + C2 at T (0) = T1, we can obtain C2 = T1. At T (L) = T2, we
can also obtain T2 = C1L+C2. This equation can be changed as T2 = C1L+T1, and
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Consider 1-D heat conduction with homogeneous BCs in the different form, the













T (0, t) = 0
T (L, t) = 0
(2.6)
The initial condition:
T (x, 0) = f (x) (2.7)
We assume
T (x, t) = ϕ (x)G (t) (2.8)





















































+ λαG = 0 (2.16)
G (t) = Ce−λαG (2.17)




+ λϕ = 0 with boundary conditions ϕ (0) = 0 and ϕ (L) = 0
The solution from BCs is













= 0 C1 = 0 (2.19)






λL = 0 (2.20)
√












Since we have assumed equation 2, We can obtain









For initial condition, T (x, 0) = f (x)
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Bn =
∫ L
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Consider 1-D heat conduction with non-homogeneous BCs.
Fourier law that can be calculated thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, equi-










T (0) = T1
T (L) = T2
(2.29)
The initial condition:
T (x, 0) = f (x) (2.30)









ν (x, t) = T (x, t)− Te (x) (2.33)
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ν (0, t) = T (0, t)− Te (0) = 0
ν (x, t) = T (x, t)− Te (x) = 0
(2.37)
The initial condition:
ν (x, 0) = f (x)− Te (x) (2.38)
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When the boundary conditions are applied, we can get that





























T (x, t) = Te (x) + ν (x, t) (2.42)
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2.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
The Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) technique is a widely used method for
determining the thermal characterizations and properties of Phase Change Materials
(PCMs). The basic theory of the DSC is to expose a specimen to a heat signal and
to identify the estimated response associated with the energy and temperature under
the thermal conditions, which occur for the temperature spectrum or time interval
(Craig and Reading [2006]). The DSC technique is effective for the determination of
thermal properties and behaviors of materials, including melting temperature, freez-
ing temperature, enthalpy, specific heat capacity, crystallization, glass transitions,
and kinetic reactions (Craig and Reading [2006]; Jin et al. [2014]).
In DSC analysis, the heat from a furnace in the DSC machine flows toward a
sample pan and the reference pan, which are placed with thermocouples, and the
system measures the heat flow difference between the sample pan and a reference pan
as a function of temperature.
Because the pressure is constant in DSC equipment, the equation of heat flow is










Where dq is heat flow (mW), dt is time internal (sec), dH is enthalpy (J/g).
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Figure 2.1: Typical DSC curve for heat flux (Reading and Craig [2006])
Also, the equation of the difference in heat flow to the sample pan and the reference
















When heat flow for the sample pan is higher than heat flow for the reference pan,
an endothermic process is occurs in a positive form of ∆dH
dt
. When heat flow for the
reference pan is higher than heat flow for the sample pan, an exothermic process
occurrs in a negative form of ∆dH
dt
(Reading and Craig [2006]; Particle Analytical
[2017]). DSC measurement indicates the result of heat flow from a sample pan as a
function of temperature, and its result shows a curve of heat flux vs. temperature as
shown in Figure 2.1.
In Figure 2.1, Ta and Tb are the temperature range during the phase change of
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PCM, and To is the onset temperature, and Tp is the peak temperature (the melting
temperature) of a PCM.
In this study, DSC with the dynamic measurement method is used to determine
the properties of PCMs. Two measuring equipment are used in this study. First of
all, for original PCMs and PCMs melted, the experiments are carried out using DSC
Q 200 equipment from TA Instruments with aluminum pans and lids under nitrogen
atmosphere. Samples between 6 mg to 7 mg are sealed in an aluminum pan and
lid. For original PCMs, PCMs melted, and PCM in liquid state, the experiments
are conducted using DSC STA 8000 equipment from Perkin Elmer Company with
ceramic sample pans and lids under argon atmosphere. Samples between 105 mg to
110 mg are sealed in a ceramic pan and lid.
The dynamic DSC condition is 4 steps. The start temperature is 15◦C, and the
first step is to hold for 1 min at 15◦C due to the temperature stabilizing. The second
step is to heat from 15◦C to 105◦C at 5◦C /min, and the third step is to hold for 1
min at 105◦C. In the case of the last step, there are two types of cooling systems.
The first type for original PCMs and PCMs melted is to be cooled down from 105◦C
to -40◦C at a cooling rate of 5◦C /min. The other type for PCMs is decreased from
105◦C to 15◦C at 5◦C /min. Dynamic DSC temperature profiles and measurement
conditions for thermophysical property analyses of PCMs are shown in Figures 2.2 to
2.3 and Tables 2.2 to 2.3, respectively.
Isothermal mode in DSC measurement is performed for the determination of time
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until steady state is achieved. Isothermal temperature is determined by onset, peak,
and end temperatures from dynamic DSC results.
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Figure 2.2: Dynamic DSC temperature profile with the first cooling system
Figure 2.3: Dynamic DSC temperature profile with the second cooling system
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Step 1 Holding 15◦C - 1 min
Step 2 Heating 15◦C ˜ 105◦C 5◦C/min 18 min
Step 3 Holding 105◦C - 1 min
Step 4 Cooling 105◦C ˜ - 40◦C 5◦C/min 29 min









Step 1 Holding 15◦C - 10 min
Step 2 Heating 15◦C ˜ 105◦C 5◦C/min 18 min
Step 3 Holding 105◦C - 10 min
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2.2.2.1 Enthalpy Curves
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) can absorb and store 5-14 times more heat than sen-
sible heat storage materials can even though temperature range around the melting
temperature is narrow. During the change of material phases, the temperature does
not change and store any energy. The phase change is finished, and then the tem-
perature is increased or decreased. This description is shown in Figure 2.4. (Günther
et al. [2009]; Infinity R Corporation [2017b]).
Enthalpy change curve, such as the stored heat curve as a function of temperature,
can represent the DSC thermogram curve. In addition, the enthalpy change curve can
provide thermophysical properties of PCM by one curve only. Since the specific heat
Figure 2.4: A comparison of stored heat in latent material and sensible material
(Günther et al. [2009]; Infinity R Corporation [2017b])
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capacity from DSC result is not changed while the phase change occurs, the equation



















Where ∆H is the enthalpy (J/g), T1 and T2 are temperature range (
◦C), Cp is the
specific heat capacity at constant pressure (J/g◦C), m is the mass of the sample (g),
δQ/dt is the heat flow (W/g), and dT/dt is the heating rate (◦C/sec).
2.2.2.2 Specific Heat Capacity Calculations
The specific heat capacity at constant pressure (Cp) is an important function, which
can be measured by DSC equipment, because the amplitude of the DSC curve is
proportional to the heat capacity at constant pressure during the phase change or
chemical reactions. Also, heat capacity shows how much heat is needed during in-
creasing temperature by 1◦C for the sample (Menczel et al. [2009]). The specific heat
capacity can also be measured by the DSC measurement, and the equation can be
expressed as:







Where Cp is the specific heat capacity of a material at a temperature (T ), and 60 is
the conversion constant from minute to second, HR is the heating rate (◦C/min), ∆y
is the variation of heat flow in the y-axis (mW) such as between base line and the
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sample of a DSC curve at the temperature, and m is the mass (mg). Based on the
equation, [ 60
HR
] is the constant value and can be adapted to the specific heat capacity
(J/g◦C) (Saeed [2016]).
Also, as shown in Figure 2.4, the specific heat capacity can be calculated from the
enthalpy as function of temperature curve. In sensible parts of the liquid state and
the solid state, the specific heat capacities of solid and liquid states can be directly
taken from the enthalpy-temperature curve.
Since the stored energy is the same at a constant pressure during the phase change








Where ∂H is the enthalpy (J/g), and ∂T is the temperature gradient (◦C) (Menczel
et al. [2009]; Marin et al. [2003]).
In this study, the dynamic mode in DSC measurement is used to assess the spe-
cific heat capacity by DSC STA 8000 equipment from Perkin Elmer Company with
ceramic pans and lids under argon atmosphere and DSC Q 200 equipment from TA
Instruments with aluminum pans and lids under nitrogen atmosphere, respectively.
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2.2.3 Heat Flow Meter
In this study, heat flow meter equipment is used to measure the apparent thermal
conductivities, volumetric specific heat capacities, and enthalpies of PCMs. The ex-
periments are conducted using heat flow meter FOX 314 equipment from TA Instru-
ments. Also, this equipment is designed by ASTM C 518-04 “Standard Test Method
for Steady-State Thermal Transmission Properties by Means of the Heat Flow Meter
Apparatus” and calibrated by using the NIST SRM 1450b (Standard Reference Ma-
terial of the National Institute of Standards and Technology), and the Special High
Accuracy (0.5%) EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) NIST Standard. Thermal conduc-
tivities of PCMs are measured based on ASTM C1045-1 as “Standard Practice for
Calculating Thermal Transmission Properties under Steady-State Conditions” (TA
Instruments [2016]).
2.2.3.1 Thermal Conductivity
In this study, heat flow meter FOX 314 equipment is used to determine the thermal
conductivity of PCM. Thermal conductivities of each PCMs, which are fully melted
and fully frozen products, are measured under NIST 1450b calibration condition.
Temperature conditions of PCMs are shown in Table 2.4. The temperature of the
lower plate is higher than that of the upper plate, and there are high sensitive heat
flow transducers and thermocouples in each plate.
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The heat flow meter equipment can measure thickness of the sample by using
two plates automatically within +/- 0.025mm accuracy. Also, there are high output
transducers, which are consisted of hundreds of small thermocouples, along surfaces
of both plates. Hundreds of small thermocouples allow high sensitivity for the trans-
ducers and an integration of the signals. Temperature of the plates can be preserved
at any temperature within +/-0.02◦C.
Thermal conductivity of a PCM can be calculated by using one-dimensional
Fourier’s law given by:
q = −kdT (x)
dx
(2.49)
where q is heat flux (W/m2), k is thermal conductivity (W/mK), and dT (x)
dx
is tem-
perature gradient (K/m) (Husayni [1999]).
Electric signals of the heat flow transducers Q(µV ) are proportional to the heat
flux q through the sample given by:
q = kcalTcal(∆Tcal/∆xcal) = Scal(Tcal)Q (2.50)
The heat flux is proportional to the thermal conductivity and the temperature
difference between the hot and cold plates, and inversely proportional to thickness.
Because there are changes to the physical properties of the transducer with temper-
ature, temperature calibration should be progressed to get the temperature based
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Table 2.4: Temperature conditions for measuring thermal conductivities
PCMs










Specimen 1 21 35 28 14 26 20
Specimen 2 21 35 28 14 26 20
Specimen 3 33 43 38 21 31 26
Specimen 4 39 49 44 31 41 36
on calibration factor Scal(T ). Also, the calibration factors are necessary to refer-
ence the real temperature of the transducers, since both transducers have their own
temperature (TA Instruments [2016]; Husayni [1999]).
The Calibration factors (ScalT ) are used to calculate thermal conductivity (ktest)
given by:
ktest = Scal(Tcal)Q∆xcal/∆Ttest (2.51)
The average of two thermal conductivity values is a final result of the thermal
conductivity test (TA Instruments [2016]).
2.2.3.2 Volumetric Heat Capacity
Volumetric specific heat capacity can be estimated by the total amount of the heat
flow per square area absorbed by the sample at the temperature set point of each plate.
The amount of the heat flow per square area (H) can be calculated by measured heat
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Where SU cal and SLcal are the heat flow meters (upper and lower plates) calibration
factors, and QU equil and QLequil are final equilibrium results from the heat flow meter
signals. τ is the time interval, normally ˜1.3 seconds (Tleoubaev [2007]).
The final equilibrium values (QU equil and QLequil) are subtracted from the mea-
sured heat flow meter signals. If the final equilibrium values, which should be sub-
tracted, are not considered, the sum H (the amount of the heat flow per square area)
value will not be arrived at a plateau and will show a slow drift of the sum H due to
the small edge heat losses (Tleoubaev and Brzezinski [2007]).
The volumetric specific heat capacity can be measured as the amount of heat
absorbed from the specimen, and the results of the volumetric specific heat capacity
can be indicated as the results of a Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The
volumetric specific heat capacity equation can be found as:
Cpρ = (Htotal/∆T −HHFMs)/L (2.53)
Where Cpρ is the volumetric specific heat capacity (J/m
3K), Htotal is the total heat
per unit of the square (J/m2), ∆T is temperature difference (K), HHFMs is the heat
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per unit of the square of heat flow meters, and L is the sample’s thickness (Tleoubaev
and Brzezinski [2007]; Tleoubaev [2007]).
2.2.3.3 Enthalpy Curves
The enthalpy change curve, such as the enthalpy as a function of temperature curve,
can be obtained by the amount of heat received from the sample, and the equation
of the enthalpy change can be expressed as:
∆h =
∑
(Htotal −HHFMs∆T ) (2.54)
Where ∆h is the enthalpy change (J/m2), Htotal is the amount of heat absorbed,
HHFMs is the heat per unit of the square of the heat flow meters, and ∆T is the
temperature difference (Tleoubaev [2007]).
The enthalpy change curves calculated by heat flow meter equipment represent
much more precise thermophysical properties than the curves calculated by DSC
equipment. As the enthalpy curves are made under dynamic DSC mode using DSC
equipment, the results often have margins of errors. This is the reason why high
heating rates can affect temperature gradient in a sample, as when the heat flux signal
originates both of from a sample at one temperature and from a temperature range.
In order to detect the precise heat stored, the enthalpy as a function of temperature
curves can be drawn using heat flow meter equipment and DSC equipment.
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Figure 2.5: The enthalpy as a function of temperature curve of an ideal PCM
The phase change enthalpy (∆H), the heat capacities of the solid state (Cp,solid)
and the liquid state (Cp,liquid), and the melting temperature (Tm) can be obtained
from the enthalpy as a function of temperature curve as shown in Figure 2.5. (Günther
et al. [2009]; McNaughton and Mortimer [1975]; TA Instruments [2016]).
Temperature conditions for measuring volumetric specific heat capacities and en-
thalpy change curves of PCMs are shown in Table 2.5, and all of the samples are
conducted under the same temperature condition.
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Table 2.5: Temperature conditions for measuring volumetric specific heat capacity
and enthalpy
Temperature (◦C)
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2.2.4 Thermal Diffusivity Calculations
The thermal diffusivity is a crucial element to determine the heat properties of PCMs.
The thermal diffusivity indicates the ability of a material to store and transfer thermal
energy, such as the heat of PCMs when the diffusion occurs during heat transfer. Also,
accurate thermal diffusivity values are necessary to make a model and control a heat
for materials which are conducted, insulated, or have withstood temperature change.
The thermophysical property, which is the speed of heat conduction during the
temperature change, can be evaluated by the thermal diffusivity. Also, as the thermal
diffusivity measures higher, the heat propagation is the faster.





Where α is the thermal diffusivity (m2/s), k is the thermal conductivity from the heat
flow meter result (W/(mK)), ρ is the density (kg/m3), and Cp is the specific heat
capacity (J/g◦C) from the result of the DSC measurement (Koschenz and Lehmann
[2004]; Elgafy and Lafdi [2005]).
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2.3 Numerical Simulation
The heating system consists of a Phase Change Material (PCM) plate between the
roof top slab and the bottom plaster slab. PCM, which is applied in a building,
can absorb heat energy and change phase from a solid state to a liquid state in a
day (during the charging process). Also, the PCM in the roof can release the heat
energy and change its phase from a liquid state to a solid state at night (during the
discharging process) to save energy.
The purpose of the numerical simulation is to investigate potential for energy
savings with incorporating a PCM in a building. In order to assess potential for
energy savings, thermal performances of buildings applying PCM plates are simulated
using ABAQUS. The thermal performance of the heating system and the effects of
various factors, such as heat of fusion, phase change material melting temperature,
and thermal conductivity, are analyzed through the simulation.
2.3.1 Verification Study
Verification studies are designed and conducted to check the accuracy of the result
obtained by using ABAQUS. An aluminum structure with a dimension of 0.097 x
0.025 x 0.045 (m) is considered in the verification study. Based on Fourier’s Law,
time achieved at steady-state condition is given by:
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Figure 2.6: Al structure for verification study












In this study, three conditions with various initial conditions and boundary con-
ditions are considered as shown in Figure 2.6 and Table 2.6.
For the first verification study, initial condition, 23◦C at x = 0, is applied into the
Al sample. Boundary conditions such as temperature boundary condition, T1=23 and
T2=35, and convection boundary condition, -35 W/m
2 on the outdoor, are considered
in this study. For the second and third verification studies, the initial condition is
not considered, but convection boundary condition, -35 W/m2 on the outdoor, is
considered. Temperature boundary conditions are T1=0 and T2=35 for the second
study, and T1=0 and T2=0 for the third study as shown in Table 2.6.
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2.3.2 Mathematical Model
The simulation structure consists of three layers, which are subjected to internal and
external boundary conditions as shown in Figure 2.7.
In order to determine the numerical model, the following assumptions are made:
1) heat transfer is one-dimensional; 2) thermal properties are constant; 3) the PCM
is homogeneous and isotropic; 4) natural convection can be ignored; 5) there is no
interfacial resistance between the layers.
The composite roof is maintained at uniform temperature initially. The boundary
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conditions on the external surface are required since the exterior surface is exposed
to solar radiation, which is heat transfer by electromagnetic waves or photons and
affected from heat by convection, which is the displacement of volumes of a substance
in a gaseous phase. Also, conduction, which is the heat flow via solid or liquid by
vibration and collision of molecules and free electrons, is happening on the external
surface.
According to the above assumptions, the governing equation, the initial condition,









Figure 2.7: A building roof
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where:
cp = cp (Te < T < To) or cp =
L
Te − To
+ cp(To) (To ≤ T ≤ Te) (2.58)
Where k is the thermal conductivity (W/mK), ρ is the density (kg/m3), Cp is the
specific heat capacity (J/g◦C), Te is the end temperature (
◦C ), To is the onset tem-
perature (◦C ), and L is the latent heat (J/g). Material properties are dependent on
the function of temperature.
Since temperature of the composite roof is initially maintained uniformly, the
initial condition is
T (x, t) = Tinit at t = 0 (2.59)
Since the external surface is exposed to solar radiation, the radiation effect should




= qrad + ho(T∞ − Tx=L) at x = L (2.60)
Where qrad is heat flow by radiation, ho is outside heat transfer coefficient, and T∞
is ambient temperature.




= hi(Tx=0 − Troom) at x = 0 (2.61)
Where hi is inside heat transfer coefficient.
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2.3.3 Case Study: Simulation Conditions
In this study, in order to evaluate the thermal performance of a roof with the PCM
plate, the numerical Finite Element Analysis (FEA), corresponding to a transient
heat transfer analysis with the various initial conditions and the boundary condi-
tions, is conducted. The roof structure incorporating the PCM with a dimensions of
0.097 x 0.025 x 0.045 (m) is considered in this study. The roof model consists of a
three-layer assembly as shown in Figure 2.8, which is subjected to the internal and ex-
ternal boundary conditions. The three-layer part consists of the roof, such as asphalt
shingles, the PCM, and the slab, such as a plaster. The material properties, such
as the thermal conductivity, the density, the specific heat capacity, and the latent
heat of the PCM are applied into the numerical simulation. The initial conditions
are 35◦C on the outdoor and 25◦C on the indoor at t=0 sec. While thermal radiation
and convection as the boundary conditions are applied on the outdoor, convection
is also the boundary condition applied on the indoor. All results are run for 2000
seconds for each step, and two steps (such as the daytime and the nighttime) are run
to simulate the roof systems with the PCMs
In order to assess the thermal performace of a roof with the PCM plate, internal
temperature variation as a function of time, which is related to heat capacity, heat of
fusion, phase change temperature, and thermal conductivity, is measured through the
simulation. Index and parameters for analysis of the simulation are shown in Table
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Internal temperature factor as index is an important component to analyze the
thermal performance of a roof with the PCM plate. The reasons for choosing this
index are that latent heat storage of the PCM can absorb and release heat energy,
and the stored heat energy can manipulate to maintain internal temperature. When
Figure 2.8: Geometry of a roof with the PCM
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internal temperature is maintained uniformly, the heat energy of a house or a building
can be saved. Thus, efficient energy use and conservation are possible under uniform
internal temperature condition. For these reasons, internal temperature variation is
measured with various parameters.
In a Thermal Energy Storage (TES) system, there are two kinds of storage sys-
tems. The first system is for the sensible heat, and the second thing is for the latent
heat. The sensible heat can store or release heat energy over a range of temperature
without phase change, and the sensible heat depends on the specific heat capacity.
Energy storage by heat of fusion (latent heat) as parameter is an important factor.
This is the reason why latent heat storage has 5-14 times more store capacity than
the sensible heat storage at a very narrow temperature range, and can absorb and
release heat at a constant temperature during phase transition.
The phase change temperature of the PCM is also a significant parameter because
a considerable change of enthalpy occurs near the melting temperature of the PCM.
PCMs store heat energy when the temperautre exceeds their meling temeprature by
transitioning from a solid state to a liquid state. Also, the stored heat energy can
be released as the temperature is decreased below their melting temperature. These
phenomena indicate the latent heat contribution for increasing the energy storage
capacity of the PCM (Hembade et al. [2013]).
Lastly, thermal conductivity of the PCM is also an essential factor to consider
when studying thermal performance of PCMs. High thermal conductivity can ac-
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celerate to absorb and release heat energy at a high specific heat, which provides
additional sensible heat capacity (Socaciu [2012b]). Thermal conductivity is depen-
dent on the speed heat flows into PCMs, and heat flow speed is related to the gap
of fluctuation under internal temperature variation. A small gap of internal tem-
perature variation means that internal temperature condition can maintain uniform






Phase Change Materials (PCMs) are widely used for thermal energy storage such as
the sensible heat storage and the latent heat storage, and are crucial factors in the
efficient use of energy. The purpose of this study is to directly determine thermo-
physical properties for the thermal energy storage of PCMs from DSC curve results
in the dynamic DSC mode.
3.1.1 Dynamic DSC Curves
3.1.1.1 Original Phase Change Materials
The Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) with the dynamic DSC mode can be
conducted to measure thermophysical properties of four kinds of macro-encapsulated
PCMs, which change their phases at 21◦C, 23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively. The
general DSC results provide the onset temperature (To), the peak temperature (Tp)
as the melting temperature (Tm), the end temperature (Te), the enthalpy (∆H), and
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the heat flow of PCMs.
Figures 3.1 to 3.4 show thermograms of four kinds of basic PCMs under the
heating temperature range from 15◦C to 105◦C and the cooling temperature range
from 105◦C to -40◦C with a heating rate and a cooling rate of 5◦C/min using DSC Q
200 from TA Instruments. Figures 3.5 to 3.8 indicate thermograms of original PCMs
from 15◦C to 105◦C with a heating rate and a cooling rate of 5◦C/min using DSC
STA 8000 equipment from Perkin Elmer Company.
A phase change shows as a peak on the thermogram. Theoretically, when the
PCM melts during the phase change, the temperature does not change, and the PCM
absorbs the energy. However, experimentally, during the phase change, temperature
change of a PCM is indicated as the DSC curve result. In addition, this status takes an
endothermic reaction and is shown as a negative heat flow curve on the thermograms
of Figures 3.1 to 3.4. During the phase change such as from the liquid state to the
solid state, the process of solidification takes an exothermic reaction and is shown as
a positive heat flow curve on the thermograms of Figures 3.1 to 3.4. Figures 3.5 to 3.8
indicate the reverse thermograms of the previous results, as an endothermic reaction
has a positive heat flow curve.
Figure 3.1 shows the dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C. The onset
temperature, the peak temperature (the melting temperature), and the end tem-
perature for the endothermic reaction are 26.67◦C, 31.33◦C, and 43◦C, respectively.
The enthalpy (the latent heat of fusion) is 156 J/g. In the exothermic reaction,
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C
Figure 3.2: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 23◦C
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Figure 3.3: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 26◦C
Figure 3.4: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 30◦C
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the temperatures and the enthalpy are -1.82◦C, -0.52◦C, -7.61◦C, and 133.5 J/g, re-
spectively. Figure 3.2 displays that the onset, the peak, and the end temperatures
for the endothermic reaction are 27.26◦C, 31.13◦C, and 44◦C, respectively. The en-
thalpy is 176 J/g. In the exothermic process, the temperatures and the enthalpy are
-5.82◦C, -1.85◦C, -10.39◦C, and 152.5 J/g, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.3 for the
PCM melted at 26◦C under the endothermic process, the temperatures are 23.61◦C,
28.93◦C, and 34◦C, respectively. The enthalpy is 142 J/g. Under the exothermic
process, the temperatures and enthalpy are -4.02◦C, -1.58◦C, -8.86◦C, and 130.1 J/g,
respectively. In Figure 3.4, the dynamic DSC curve for the endothermic reaction
shows that the onset temperature, the peak temperature, and the end temperature
are 29.03◦C, 33.83◦C, and 37◦C, respectively. The enthalpy is 144 J/g. In the case of
the exothermic reaction, two exothermic peaks are indicated on thermogram. For the
first curve, the onset, the peak, and the end temperatures are 8.61◦C, 4.19◦C, and
-4.46◦C, respectively. The enthalpy is 47.79 J/g. For the second curve, the tempera-
tures and the enthalpy are -12.25◦C, -11.08◦C, -17.12◦C, and 106.1 J/g, respectively.
In Figures 3.1 to 3.4, there are sharp and narrow peaks under the exothermic
reactions. Generally, a pure material melts with a sharp and narrow peak. However,
because of time and energy flowing into a sample, a peak can broaden, and the
height of the peak is reduced. PCMs used in this study are not pure materials,
and are based on salt hydrates. The phenomena of PCM having sharp peaks under
exothermic reactions most likely due to the low content of salt hydrates, and the salt
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hydrates dissolve in water present in a sample.
Figure 3.5 shows the dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C. The onset
temperature, the peak temperature (the melting temperature), and the end temper-
ature are 21.93◦C, 25.97◦C, and 42◦C, respectively. The enthalpy (the latent heat
of fusion) is 7.0514 J/g, and the specific heat capacity is 0.4658 J/g ◦C. Figure 3.6
displays that the onset, the peak, and the end temperatures are 23.44◦C, 25.83◦C,
and 41◦C, respectively. The enthalpy is 6.1061 J/g, and the specific heat capacity is
0.3782 J/g ◦C. As shown in Figure 3.7 for the PCM melted at 26◦C, two peaks occur
in the dynamic DSC curve. For the first DSC peak curve, the onset temperature,
the peak temperature, and the end temperature are 30.65◦C, 36.88◦C, and 44 ◦C,
respectively. The enthalpy and the specific heat capacity are 4.2289 J/g and 0.5853
J/g ◦C, respectively. For the second peak curve, the onset, the peak, and the end
temperatures are 48.08◦C, 51.43◦C, and 61◦C, respectively. The enthalpy and the
specific heat capacity are 1.9534 J/g and 0.4003 J/g ◦C, respectively. In Figure 3.8,
the dynamic DSC curve shows two peaks as Figure 3.7. For the first DSC curve,
the onset temperature, the peak temperature, and the end temperature are 37.95◦C,
42.63◦C, and 51◦C, respectively. The enthalpy and the specific heat capacity are
shown to be 4.1065 J/g and 0.6732 J/g ◦C, respectively. For the second curve, the
onset, the peak, and the end temperatures are 59.56◦C, 82.86◦C, and 100◦C, respec-
tively. The enthalpy and the specific heat capacity are 50.1028 J/g and 2.0746 J/g
◦C, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C
Figure 3.6: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 23◦C
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Figure 3.7: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 26◦C
Figure 3.8: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 30◦C
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Table 3.1: Thermal properties of PCMs by measuring dynamic DSC using Q 200
PCM Type of process Onset temp Peak temp End temp Enthalpy
(◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (J/g)
21◦C
Endothermic
26.67 31.33 43 156
23◦C 27.26 31.13 44 176
26◦C 23.61 28.93 34 142
30◦C 29.03 33.83 37 144
PCM Type of process Onset temp Peak temp End temp Enthalpy
(◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (J/g)
21◦C
Exothermic
-1.82 -0.52 -7.61 133.5
33◦C -5.82 -1.85 -10.39 152.2
26◦C -4.02 -1.58 -8.86 130.1
30◦C
8.61 4.19 -4.46 47.79
-12.25 -11.08 -17.12 106.1
A Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is an important factor in estimating stored or
released energy during the phase change. If the phase change is not finished, it is
impossible for a TES system to store or release the total value of the enthalpy. For
this reason, the onset temperature and the end temperature such as the temperature
variation of the PCM are crucial factors to evaluate the characteristic of the PCM in
a TES system (Pielichowska and Pielichowski [2014]). Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarize
the results of thermal properties of PCMs by measuring the dynamic DSC.
For comparing each propertie of the PCMs, Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the tempera-
ture properties of the original PCMs, which are measured from DSC Q 200 equipment
(TA Instruments) under the endothermic and exothermic reactions, respectively. Fig-
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Table 3.2: Thermal properties of PCMs by measuring dynamic DSC using STA 8000
PCM
Onset temp Peak temp End temp Onset temp Peak temp End temp
(◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C)
21◦C 21.93 25.97 42 - - -
23◦C 23.44 25.83 41 - - -
26◦C 30.65 36.88 44 48.08 51.43 61
30◦C 37.95 42.63 51 59.56 82.86 100




(J/g) (J/g) (mW) (mW) (J/g◦C) (J/g◦C)
21◦C 7.0514 - 4.2702 - 0.4658 -
23◦C 6.1061 - 3.4671 - 0.3782 -
26◦C 4.2289 1.9534 5.3652 3.6696 0.5853 0.4003
30◦C 4.1065 50.1028 6.171 19.0169 0.6732 2.0746
ure 3.11 indicates temperature properties of the original PCMs, which are measured
using DSC STA 8000 equipment (Perkin Elmer Company) under only the endothermic
reaction. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show enthalpies of the PCMs, which are determined
by DSC Q 200 equipment under the endothermic and exothermic reactions, respec-
tively. For Figure 3.14, enthalpy measurements for only the endothermic reaction are
performed with DSC STA 8000 equipment. In Figures 3.9 to 3.14, specimen 1, 2, 3,
and 4 indicate the original PCMs melted at 21◦C, 23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the onset temperature, the peak temperature, and
the end temperature of four kinds of original PCMs under the endothermic reaction
and the exothermic reaction. Four specimens exceed their own melting temperature,
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Figure 3.9: Temperature properties of PCMs under endothermic reaction
Figure 3.10: Temperature properties of PCMs under exothermic reaction
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Figure 3.11: Temperature properties of PCMs under endothermic reaction
Figure 3.12: Enthalpy of PCMs under endothermic reaction
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Figure 3.13: Enthalpy of PCMs under exothermic reaction
Figure 3.14: Enthalpy of PCMs under endothermic reaction
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which are known theoretically, but their onset and peak temperatures does not show
a constant temperature increase. The reasons speculated for the onset and the peak
temperatures not showing a constant temperature increase are phase segregation in
the solid state or a mixing problem of PCMs on macro-encapsulated PCM samples
because PCMs are tested in the solid state.
Typically, a PCM solidification phase from the liquid state to the solid state occurs
at a slightly lower temperature rather than its own freezing temperature, and the
slightly lower temperature means the freezing temperature of the PCM. However, as
shown in Figure 3.10, the freezing temperatures of four kinds of PCMs are drastically
decreased by about 30˜40◦C rather than their own phase change temperatures, which
are given theoretically. The reason for the freezing temperature decrease is because
supercooling happens during the solidification progress.
Figure 3.11 shows the onset, the peak, and the end temperatures of four kinds of
PCMs. As the melting temperature of the PCM sample is increased, the onset, the
peak, and the end temperatures are also increased. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 indicate
enthalpies of PCMs under the endothermic and exothermic reactions using DSC Q 200
equipment. Figure 3.14 shows enthalpies of PCMs for only the endothermic reaction
using DSC STA 8000 equipment. Enthalpy 1 is from the first curve of DSC data,
and enthalpy 2 is from the second curve of the DSC result. As the PCM is melted
at a high temperature, the PCM has low enthalpy and high heat capacity. When
the PCM has a low melting temperature, the PCM can store 1.24˜1.75 times more
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internal energy and use less energy to increase the temperature of material rather
than the PCM, which has a high melting temperature.
The temperature tendency is shown in Figure 3.11. When PCM’s own melting
temperatures are increased, temperature properties are also increased. However, DSC
STA 8000 equipment by Perkin Elmer Company cannot measure until -40◦C for the
exothermic reaction because of the temperature limitation of the machine. For this
reason, the PCM samples are measured the thermal properties again using DSC Q
200 equipment (TA Instruments). From the results of the thermal properties, a
noticeable temperature tendency is not indicated on temperature properties but the
experimental melting temperatures of the PCMs from the DSC graphs appear to
exceed their own melting temperature.
3.1.1.2 Phase Change Materials Melted
The dynamic DSC technique was performed to assess the material properties of the
PCMs made into the liquid state at above room temperature (22◦C). Some samples
were in the solid state, and some samples were in the liquid state at room temperature
(22◦C), even though the PCM samples melted at 21◦C must be in the liquid state,
and the PCM samples melted at 23◦F must be in the solid state. For this reason,
the PCMs were made into the liquid state at above room temperature, and thermo-
physical properties were compared. Also, as mentioned above Chapter, because of
the temperature limitation of the machine (DSC STA 8000 equipment, Perkin Elmer
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Company), thermophysical properties were measured by using different two machines.
Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show dynamic DSC curves of two types of PCMs measured
using DSC Q 200 equipment (TA Instruments), and Figures 3.17 and 3.18 indicate
dynamic DSC curves evaluated using DSC STA 8000 equipment (Perkin Elmer Com-
pany). Figures 3.19 to 3.20 and Figures 3.22 to 3.23 are the temperature properties
and enthalpies for the endothermic reaction and the exothermic reaction measured
using DSC Q 200 equipment, respectively. Figures 3.21 and 3.24 are the temperature
properties and enthalpies for only the endothermic reaction evaluated by the DSC
STA 8000 equipment, respectively. In Figures 3.19 to 3.24, specimens 1 to 4 indicate
the original PCM melted at 21◦C, the PCM (melted at 21◦C) made into the liquid
state, the original PCM melted at 23◦C, and the PCM (melted at 23◦C) made into
the liquid state, respectively.
As shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.15 (or specimens 1 and 2 in Figure 3.19) measured
using DSC Q 200 equipment, dynamic DSC curves (temperature properties) are not
different between the original PCM and the PCM made into the liquid state under
the endothermic reaction. However, in terms of the exothermic reaction, freezing
temperatures and enthalpies of the PCMs show the different results between the
original PCM and the PCM made into the liquid state. The PCM made into the
liquid state has a lower freezing temperature and enthalpy than the original PCM.
It is speculated that phase segregation happens during the solidification at room
temperature for the original PCM. Also, the PCM made into the liquid state seems
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Figure 3.15: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C and made into the
liquid state at above room temperature
Figure 3.16: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 23◦C and made into the
liquid state at above room temperature
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Figure 3.17: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C and made into the
liquid state at above room temperature
Figure 3.18: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM melted at 23◦C and made into the
liquid state at above room temperature
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to solve the problem of phase segregation during the melting process at above room
temperature. As shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.17 (or specimens 1 and 2 in Figure
3.21) measured by DSC STA 8000 equipment, dynamic DSC curves also show similar
curves and similar temperature properties under the endothermic reaction.
As shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.16 (in the case of PCM melted at 23◦C), dynamic
DSC curves show similar curves and temperature properties for the endothermic
reaction, but under the exothermic reaction, DSC curves show the difference clearly
between the original PCM and the PCM made into the liquid state. In Figure 3.16,
the endothermic curve has a single peak, but the exothermic curve has a primary peak
and a secondary peak. The primary peak under the exothermic curve seems to be
an exothermic change of phase of the PCM such as solidification, and the secondary
peak is the freezing of the solution of salt hydrate present in the PCM sample.
For the PCM melted at 23◦C (Figures 3.6 and 3.18), the PCM in the liquid state
has a larger temperature range and a higher heat flow than the temperature range and
the heat flow of the original PCM. A large temperature range and a higher heat flow
mean that the PCM can store much more the total value of the enthalpy. This may
be the result of a mixing problem for the original PCM or during the solidification
of the original PCM, phase separation can happen because of considerable variations
of the heat flow and the enthalpy of the original PCM, which melts at 23◦C, and the
PCM, which is made into the liquid state. Moreover, something such as oil occurred
from a sample when the sample was at room temperature for a few minutes.
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Figure 3.19: Temperature properties of original PCMs and PCMs made into the liquid
state measured using DSC Q 200 equipment under endothermic reaction
Figure 3.20: Temperature properties of original PCMs and PCMs made into the liquid
state measured using DSC Q 200 equipment under exothermic reaction
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Figure 3.21: Temperature properties of original PCMs and PCMs made into the liquid
state measured using DSC STA 8000 equipment under endothermic reaction
Figure 3.22: Enthalpy of original PCMs and PCMs made into the liquid state mea-
sured using DSC Q 200 equipment under endothermic reaction
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Figure 3.23: Enthalpy of original PCMs and PCMs made into the liquid state mea-
sured using DSC Q 200 equipment under exothermic reaction
Figure 3.24: Enthalpy of original PCMs and PCMs made into the liquid state mea-
sured using DSC STA 8000 equipment under endothermic reaction
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3.1.1.3 Phase Change Material in Liquid State
In this study, the dynamic DSC method was carried out to evaluate the thermo-
physical property of the PCM, which was in liquid state at room temperature. Even
though the PCM sample melted at 23◦C must be in the solid state at room tempera-
ture (22◦C), some samples were in the solid state, and some samples were in the liquid
state. Therefore, the PCM in the liquid state at room temperature was measured to
find out the thermophysical property under the dynamic DSC mode using DSC STA
8000 equipment from Perkin Elmer Company.
Figure 3.25 shows a DSC curve, and Figures 3.26 to 3.27 compare the temperature
properties and the enthalpies of three types of the PCMs melted at 23◦C, respectively.
Specimens 1 to 3 mean the original PCM melted at 23◦C, the PCM made into the
liquid state at above room temperature, and the PCM in the liquid state at room
temperature, respectively.
The obtained dynamic DSC data, displayed in Figure 3.25, shows the similar
DSC curve to Figure 3.18. The PCM in the liquid state shows 25.12◦C at the onset
temperature, 39.23◦C at the peak temperature, 60◦C at the end temperature, 30.0592
J/g of the enthalpy, and 24.1058 mW of the heat flow in Figure 3.25. As shown
in Figure 3.26, even though the onset temperatures of the three types of PCMs are
similar, the peak temperature and the end temperature indicate different temperature
conditions. The enthalpies demonstrate clearly different results between the original
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PCM and the PCMs in liquid state. It is speculated that the temperature range of
the PCM would be affected to store or release energy, and that phase separation can
occur during the process from the liquid state to the solid state.
Figure 3.25: Dynamic DSC curve of the PCM in the liquid state
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Figure 3.26: Temperature properties of PCMs
Figure 3.27: Enthalpies of PCMs
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3.1.2 Isothermal DSC Curves
3.1.2.1 Original Phase Change Materials
The Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) with the isothermal DSC mode using
DSC STA 8000 equipment from Perkin Elmer Company can be performed to assess
the thermal properties and the heat storage capacities of four types of the PCMs.
In addition, an isothermal DSC curve such as the heat flux signal vs. time for each
temperature is effective in determining how much time is required at each temperature
until the steady-state condition is achieved (ASTM International [2016]). In this
study, the isothermal DSC method is conducted to measure the steady-state condition
of four kinds PCMs, which have the phase change at 21◦C, 23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C,
respectively.
Figures 3.28 to 3.32 show isothermal DSC curves of the PCMs, and the isother-
mal DSC mode is held for 60 minutes at the constant onset temperature, the peak
temperature, and the end temperature of each of the PCM samples.
As shown in Figures 3.28 though 3.30 and Figure 3.32, the exothermic reactions
occur at the onset temperature conditions, and the endothermic reactions occur at the
peak temperature and the end temperature conditions. The steady-state conditions
are achieved after about 35 minutes at each temperature step. Moreover, a small
fluctuation (red circle) happens in Figures 3.28, 3.30, 3.31, and 3.32. It is speculated
that a few minutes are needed until temperature stabilization is achieved at each
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of the test temperatures. A large endothermic reaction occurs as temperature steps
increase. This is the reason why the cumulative energy storage from the enthalpy
change increases as temperature steps increase.
For the second isothermal DSC curve of the PCM melted at 26◦C in Figure 3.31,
since this specimen (the PCM melted at 26◦C) has already changed from the solid
state to the liquid state, all temperature steps indicate the endothermic reaction, and
a large endothermic reaction takes place as temperature steps increase.
Figure 3.28: Isothermal DSC curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C
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Figure 3.29: Isothermal DSC curve of the PCM melted at 23◦C
Figure 3.30: The first isothermal DSC curve of the PCM melted at 26◦C
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Figure 3.31: The second isothermal DSC curve of the PCM melted at 26◦C
Figure 3.32: Isothermal DSC curve of the PCM melted at 30◦C
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3.1.2.2 Phase Change Materials Melted
The isothermal DSC technique was conducted to measure the time for the equilibrium
of the PCMs made into the liquid state at above room temperature (22◦C). In this
study, two PCM samples, which melted at 21◦C and 23◦C, respectively, were used,
and these were made into the liquid state at above room temperature. The reason
thses PCMs were made to the liquid states was because these samples were in the solid
and liquid state together at room temperature. These PCMs were maintained for 60
minutes at the onset temperature, the peak temperature, and the end temperature
of each PCM under the isothermal DSC mode.
Figures 3.33 and 3.34 indicate isothermal DSC curves for the PCMs, which melt
at 21◦C and 23◦C, respectively, and are made into the liquid state at above room
temperature.
As shown in Figures 3.33 and 3.34, in common with the reactions of the original
PCMs, the exothermic reactions happen at the onset temperature conditions, and
the endothermic reactions occur at the peak temperature and the end temperature
conditions. The steady-state conditions are achieved after about 35 minutes at each
temperature step. In addition, a few fluctuations occur for temperature stabilization
during the isothermal DSC process at the end temperature condition.
Isothermal DSC curves in Figure 3.34 clearly demonstrate the difference in the
amount of heat absorption of the original PCM melted at 23◦C in Figure 3.29. In
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addition, as shown in Figure 3.24, specimens 3 and 4 (the original PCM melted at
23◦C and the PCM made into the liquid state) show the different amount of the
enthalpy. This means that as the amount of the enthalpy is increased, the absorbed
energy is increased, and the heat storage capacity is also increased. Therefore, as
the amount of the enthalpy and temperature steps are increased, the amount of heat
absorption is also increased.
Figure 3.33: Isothermal DSC curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C and made into the
liquid state
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Figure 3.34: Isothermal DSC curve of the PCM melted at 23◦C and made into the
liquid state
3.1.2.3 Phase Change Material in Liquid State
In this study, the isothermal DSC technique was carried out to evaluate the steady-
state condition of the PCM, which was in the liquid state at room temperature.
The PCM, which changed the phase at 23◦C, must be in the solid state at room
temperature (22◦C), but since this sample was in the solid state or the liquid state
at room temperature, the PCM in the liquid state was tested in this study.
Figure 3.35 shows the isothermal DSC curves of the PCM, which melts at 23◦C,
within the liquid state, and the PCM in the liquid state is maintained for 60 minutes
at the constant onset temperature condition, the peak temperature condition, and
the end temperature condition, respectively.
As shown in Figure 3.35, the endothermic reactions occur at the peak temperature
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and the end temperature conditions. The endothermic reaction also occurs at the
onset temperature condition. Theoretically, the exothermic reaction must occur at
the onset temperature condition because this PCM is in the solid state at the onset
temperature condition.
Even though the exothermic reaction has to occur at the onset temperature con-
dition, the endothermic reaction occurs in the result. In Figure 3.35, the amount
of absorbed heat during the isothermal DSC measurement at the onset temperature
condition is smaller than the amounts of absorbed heat during the isothermal DSC
measurement at the peak temperature and the end temperature conditions.
While the endothermic reaction is progressing at the onset temperature condition,
the small amounts of the exothermic reaction happens as well. This principle is similar
to that of the endothermic and exothermic reactions of into ice. Until water solidifies
Figure 3.35: Isothermal DSC curve of the PCM in the liquid state
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ice, water has not only an exothermic reaction, but also a small endothermic reaction.
Since water has a small endothermic reaction, the surrounding temperature of water
is decreased. This reaction can be applied to the result of the isothermal DSC curve
at the onset temperature condition since the PCM in the liquid state changes to the
solid state at the onset temperature condition. For this reason, during the isothermal
DSC measurement at the onset temperature condition, an endothermic reaction is
generated, and the amounts of heat absorbed by the endothermic reaction are also
very small.
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3.1.3 Enthalpy Curves
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) can be used as thermal storage materials with a high
storage density. The thermophysical properties of the PCMs can be measured using
the enthalpy curves as a function of temperature (the enthalpy vs. temperature) of
the PCMs with high precision. The enthalpy curves are also necessary for assessment
of a thermal energy storage (TES) system (Oŕ’ø et al. [2012]). Compared with data
from the DSC measurement, the enthalpy-temperature curves are indicated in this
study.
Figures 3.36 to 3.39 and Figures 3.42 to 3.45 show the enthalpy-temperature
curves of four kinds of the original PCMs, which melt at 21◦C, 23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C,
respectively. Figures 3.40 to 3.41 and Figures 3.46 to 3.47 show the enthalpy as a
function of temperature curves of PCMs, which melt at 21◦C and 23◦C, and are made
into liquid state, respectively. Figure 3.48 indicates the enthalpy curve of the PCM,
which melts at 23◦C and is within the liquid state at room temperature.
As shown in Figures 3.36 to 3.48, the specific heat capacities of the solid phase and
the liquid phase, the peak temperatures (the melting temperatures), the enthalpies,
and the total energy storage capacities of the PCMs can be directly estimated from
the enthalpy curves. The sensible heat position for the solid state and the sensible
heat position for the liquid state indicate the specific heat capacity of the PCM in
the solid state and in the liquid state, respectively. The specific heat capacities are
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calculated using equation 2.47, and the latent position (∆H) in the enthalpy as a
function of temperature curve is determined from the result of the dynamic DSC
measurement. The enthalpy-temperature curves in Figures 3.36 to 3.41 are obtained
from the calculation of the dynamic DSC curves using DSC Q 200 equipment from
TA Instruments. The enthalpy curves in Figures 3.42 to 3.48 are calculated from
results of the dynamic DSC curves using DSC STA 8000 equipment from Perkin
Elmer Company.
The stored heat curve as a function of temperature for a PCM generally has over
three parts such as the specific heat capacity (the sensible heat part) of the solid
phase region, the specific heat capacity (the sensible heat part) for the liquid phase
region, and the melting latent heat in the curve.
A sensible heat storage can store thermal energy by increasing the temperature
under the solid state or the liquid state of a PCM. The sensible heat storage is involved
in the change of the heat capacity and the temperature of a PCM during storing or
releasing energy (Pielichowska and Pielichowski [2014]). The initial temperature is
increased up to the melting temperature (the peak temperature) of the PCM through
sensible heating.
As shown in Figure 2.4, when the temperature is reached at the melting temper-
ature, the temperature of the PCM is no longer increased and decreased until the
phase change of the PCM is completed. The ideal PCM has a melting range and
stores any energy during the melting temperature range. In addition, the enthalpy
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Figure 3.36: Enthalpy curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C
Figure 3.37: Enthalpy curve of the PCM melted at 23◦C
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Figure 3.38: Enthalpy curve of the PCM melted at 26◦C
Figure 3.39: Enthalpy curve of the PCM melted at 30◦C
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Figure 3.40: Enthalpy curve of the PCM made into the liquid state and melted at
21◦C
Figure 3.41: Enthalpy curve of the PCM made into the liquid state and melted at
23◦C
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Figure 3.42: Enthalpy curve of the PCM melted at 21◦C
Figure 3.43: Enthalpy curve of the PCM melted at 23◦C
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Figure 3.44: Enthalpy curve of the PCM melted at 26◦C
Figure 3.45: Enthalpy curve of the PCM melted at 30◦C
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Figure 3.46: Enthalpy curve of the PCM made into the liquid state and melted at
21◦C
Figure 3.47: Enthalpy curve of the PCM made into the liquid state and melted at
23◦C
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Figure 3.48: Enthalpy curve of the PCM in the liquid state at room temperature
of the PCM (∆H) is not attributed to a single temperature, but the enthalpy of the
PCM is attributed to the melting temperature range (Günther et al. [2009]).
As shown in Figures 3.36 to 3.48, the energy is increased during the phase change.
This phenomenon is speculated that the energy is applied to loosen or break apart
the molecular or atomic bond structures of the PCMs by the latent heat. This means
energy is not rarely used to increase the temperature, but most of the energy is being
absorbed into the molecular or atomic bond structures of the PCMs (Warzoha et al.
[2015]).
The sensible heats in the solid state and the liquid state indicate their specific
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heat capacities when the temperature is increased. Also, when a PCM is reached in
the fully liquid state, the PCM can have a maximum storage capacity. Thus, the
total stored energy for a TES system with the PCM is given by, (Pielichowska and








Where the first term and last term are the sensible heat of the solid phase and the
liquid phase, and the second term is the latent heat during the phase transition. m
is a mass of the PCM, T i is the initial temperature, Tm is the melting temperature,
T f is the finish temperature, and ∆h is the enthalpy (the latent heat of fusion).
As shown in Figures 3.36 to 3.48, the total stored energy for a TES system de-
pends on not only the latent heat during the phase change, but also the sensible heat
contribution in the total stored energy. This is the reason why as the temperature
range is wide, the contribution of sensible heat is more important since the tempera-
ture range is affected by the sensible heat calculation, and the sensible heat depends
on the specific heat capacity of the solid region or the liquid region.
PCMs have the total stored energy for a TES system from the melting progress
or the solidification progress. In the case of the total stored energy from the melting
progress, Figures 3.36 to 3.41 show that the six kinds of PCMs have the total stored
energy for TES systems between 192 J/g to 224 J/g for a temperature range of ap-
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proximately ±20◦C around the peak temperature (the melting temperature). Figures
3.42 to 3.46 show that the five kinds of the PCMs have the total stored energy for
the TES systems between 7 J/g to 9 J/g for a temperature range from 15◦C to 80◦C.
Figures 3.47 and 3.48 indicate that the PCMs in the liquid state have the total stored
energy between 31 J/g to 36 J/g for a temperature range of approximately 33◦C
around the peak temperature (the melting temperature).
As shown in Figures 3.36 to 3.41, in terms of the total stored energy from the
solidification progress, the PCM samples have the total stored energy of 288.36 J/g,
531.9 J/g, 437.82 J/g, 401.27 J/g, 149.61 J/g, and 131.07 J/g for a temperature range
from 50◦C to -20◦C, respectively. As shown in Figures 3.36 to 3.39, the high sensible
heats such as the specific heat capacities of the PCMs in the solid state and the liquid
state occur in the exothermic reaction. The sensible heat stores or releases energy
over a range of temperature without phase transition but depends on the heat flow
of the PCM. In order to determine the specific heat capacity, the heat flow of the
PCM should be considered to calculate the specific heat capacity using equation 2.46
or equation 2.47 or equation 2.48.
In this study, the sharp heat flow peak happens at a narrow temperature range.
Because the PCMs release much more energy than they absorb, the high sensible heats
in the exothermic reaction are recorded. Therefore, in this study, much more energy
is calculated than the actual energy released. This is the reason why supercooling
happens during the solidification, so this result of PCMs releasing much more energy
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is not exactly correct.
A total amount of stored energy such as the amount of the enthalpy under phase
transition relies on the latent heat because the latent heat has a high store density
at a constant temperature. The sensible heat is considered as well in the total stored
energy because the sensible heat happens over the melting or freezing temperature
range.
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3.1.4 Specific Heat Capacity
The specific heat capacity is an important factor in understanding and evaluating
a thermal energy storage (TES) system during sensible heating periods (before and
after phase change) (Warzoha et al. [2015]).
The specific heat capacities of the PCMs in the solid state or the liquid state
can be decided from results of the enthalpy as a function of temperature curves,
such as the sensible heat slopes for the solid phase regions or the liquid regions.
Tables 3.3 to 3.5 summarize the specific heat capacities, the enthalpies, and the total
energy storage (TES) capacities of the PCMs for the endothermic reaction and the
exothermic reaction. Specimens 1 to 4 indicate the original PCMs melted at 21◦C,
23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively. Specimens 5 and 6 are PCMs made into the liquid
state at above room temperature, and these two samples are melted at 21◦C and 23◦C,
respectively. Specimen 7 is the PCM in the liquid state at room temperature and
melted at 23◦C.
The results for the specific heat capacities of the PCMs measured using DSC
Q 200 equipment under the endothermic reaction through a temperature range of
about 15◦C are shown in Table 3.3. Also, under the exothermic reaction, the results
of PCMs measured using DSC Q 200 equipment through temperature ranges of about
30◦C in the liquid region and of about 10◦C in the solid region are indicated in Table
3.4. In Table 3.5, there are the results for the specific heat capacities of the PCMs
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measured using DSC STA 8000 equipment under the endothermic reaction through
temperature ranges of about 17◦C.
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Specimen 1 18.3 17.67 145.8 191.97
Specimen 2 24.25 23.65 142.6 223.90
Specimen 3 29.04 28.44 143.4 200
Specimen 4 28.85 28.25 144.2 201.24
Specimen 5 29.31 27.20 162.0 218.81
Specimen 6 26.01 23.41 149.8 199.82





Specimen 1 79.67 75.13 131.8 288.36
Specimen 2 190.08 189.48 149.4 531.9
Specimen 3 154.44 153.12 126.7 437.82
Specimen 4
- 6.72 32.58 60.81
117.96 116.04 105.9 401.27
Specimen 5 30.86 30.72 88.0 149.61
Specimen 6
- 10.88 36.67 47.71
6.32 6.22 12.67 83.86





Specimen 1 1.0909 0.7091 7.05 8.85
Specimen 2 0.7636 0.9273 6.11 7.80
Specimen 3
1.5818 0.2182 4.23 8.42
- - 1.96 -
Specimen 4 1.7455 1.0364 4.11 6.89
Specimen 5 1.0909 0.5455 7.84 9.45
Specimen 6 3.1636 1.4182 26.36 30.94
Specimen 7 3.8727 1.9636 30.10 35.90
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3.2 Heat Flow Meter Analysis
3.2.1 Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity of a PCM is an important factor in assessing the thermal
performance of PCMs in the solid state or in the liquid state (Mehrali et al. [2013]).
In this study, the thermal conductivity was measured by heat flow meter equipment
(FOX 314 from TA Instruments). Forms of PCM samples were macro-encapsulated
PCMs covered in multilayer polyfilm. The thermal conductivities of the PCMs were
evaluated under fully frozen samples (in the solid state before the onset temperature)
and fully melted samples (in the liquid state after the melting temperature) in the
thermal equilibrium condition, which was already measured using the isothermal DSC
mode. The thermal conductivities of five samples were measured at two times per
each specimen.
Figure 3.49 shows the thermal conductivities of the PCMs, and specimens 1 to 4
indicate the PCMs melted at 21◦C, 23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively. Specimens
1 and 2 have the thermal conductivities between 70 to 90 mW/mK, and specimens
3 and 4 have the thermal conductivities between 100 to 120 mW/mK. The thermal
conductivities of the PCMs in the solid state are higher than those of the PCMs in the
liquid state. This phenomenon happens because of the effect of the microstructure
changing from the orderly solid structure in the solid state to the disorderly liquid
structure in the liquid state (Wang et al. [2010b]. Also, because the distances between
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Figure 3.49: The thermal conductivities of the PCMs
molecules in the solid structure are short, the PCMs in the solid state show higher
thermal conductivities than those of the PCMs in the liquid state.
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3.2.2 Volumetric Heat Capacity
The volumetric heat capacity at a constant pressure is a crucial value, which is eval-
uated by heat flow meter equipment (FOX 314 heat flow equipment from TA Instru-
ments). In addition, the volumetric heat capacity obtained from using the heat flow
meter equipment can be also worked as a result of a Differential Scanning Calorime-
ter (DSC). In this study, the specific mode in heat flow meter FOX 314 equipment
from TA Instruments was conducted to analyze the volumetric heat capacities for all
samples under same temperature conditions.
Figure 3.50: Volumetric heat capacities of PCMs measured using heat flow meter
FOX 314 equipment
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In Figure 3.50, specimens 1 to 4 indicate the original PCMs melted at 21◦C, 23◦C,
26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively. In Figure 3.50, specimens 1 and 2 show very similar
curve shapes. As shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.2 and Figures 3.5 to 3.6, the DSC curves
of the PCMs, which melt at 21◦C and 23◦C, also indicate similar curve shapes and
temperatures, such as the onset temperature and the peak temperature.
In the case of specimens 3 and 4, these results show to be shifted toward high
temperatures and to be broaden curves. This is the reason why the thermal gradient
is increased within the sample. This characteristic occurs strongly for the PCMs
(Günther et al. [2009]; Drissi et al. [2015]).
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3.2.3 Enthalpy Curves
A Phase Change Material (PCM) can store and release energy, and it can work as a
thermal energy storage material. The precise ability of a thermal energy storage for
a PCM can be indicated through the enthalpy curve as a function of temperature.
In this study, the enthalpy curves as a function of temperature were measured to
analyze the thermal energy storage systems using heat flow meter equipment, FOX
314 equipment from TA Instruments.
Figure 3.51 shows the enthalpy-temperature curves of four kinds of the original
Figure 3.51: Enthalpy curves of PCMs measured using heat flow meter FOX 314
equipment
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PCMs, and specimens 1 to 4 are the kinds of PCMs, which melt at 21◦C, 23◦C,
26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively. Measurements of these samples are started under fully
freezing conditions.
Basically, the enthalpy curve as a function of temperature (the stored heat curve
as a function of temperature) for a PCM has three parts, such as the sensible heat
parts of the solid phase region and the liquid phase region and the melting latent heat
in the curve. Sensible heat storages store thermal energy by raising the temperature
with changing heat capacities when PCMs are in the solid state or the liquid state.
In this study, the enthalpy-temperatures curves, such as the total stored energy
curves of the four kinds of PCMs, are meausred during the melting process. Figure
3.58 shows the total stored energy for the Thermal Energy Storage (TES) system
between 65.5 J/g to 71.5 J/g for the temperature range from 17◦C to 50◦C.
As shown in Figure 3.51, enthalpy curves for all PCMs have three parts, such as
the sensible parts and the latent part. Specimens 3 and 4 show that the enthalpy-
temperature curves are shifted toward high temperatures. A broadened temperature
range is a very important part due to the relation to the sensible heat, which is reliant
on the heat capacity of the solid region or the liquid region. Therefore, because a
broadened temperature range is used to calculate the heat capacity, the more the
temperature range broadens, the more the sensible heat part is increased, and the
more the enthalpy curve is also shifted toward high temperatures.
The total stored energy values for TES systems measured from heat flow meter
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FOX 314 equipment are presented about 2.5 times smaller than those values measured
by DSC Q 200 equipment with the dynamic measurement method as shown in Figures
3.36 to 3.39 or Table 3.3. However, sometimes the results from the DSC method are
uncertain regarding the enthalpy-temperature relationships of PCMs. The enthalpy
curves measured using the DSC method can be shifted to higher/lower temperatures.
Shifting the temperature depends on the heat capacity, the thermal conductivity, the
sample size, and the heating/cooling rates. These four factors lead to a temperature
gradient in the PCM and the heat flux signal shifting toward a higher tempera-
ture (Castellǿn et al. [2008]). Therefore, due to these heat transfer limitations, the
enthalpy curve as a function of temperature measured by DSC equipment is not con-
sistent and indicates uncertain result, so the enthalpy-temperature curves measured
by heat flow meter equipment show more accurate results than those from the DSC
method.
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3.3 Thermal Diffusivity
The thermal diffusivities of the PCMs in the solid state and the liquid state can be
calculated by the thermal conductivities, the densities, and the specific heat capacities
of the PCMs in the solid state and the liquid state. In this study, the thermal
diffusivity of a PCM is evaluated by using equation 2.55. In order to calculate the
thermal diffusivities, the results of Tables 3.3 to 3.5 were used. The results of Tables
3.3 and 3.4 were calculated using DSC Q 200 equipment (TA Instruments), and the
results of Table 3.5 were calculated using DSC STA 8000 equipment (Perkin Elmer
Company). In this study, the thermal diffusivities of the PCMs in the solid state and
the liquid state were directly measured because the thermal conductivities and the
specific heat capacities of the PCMs were already measured experimentally by heat
flow equipment and DSC equipment, respectively.
As shown in all three Tables, specimens 1 to 4 indicate the PCMs melted at 21◦C,
23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively. Tables 3.6 and 3.7 are the thermal diffusivities
of the PCMs under the endothermic reaction and the exothermic reaction using DSC
Q 200 equipment, and Table 3.8 is the thermal diffusivities of the PCMs under the
endothermic reaction using DSC STA 8000 equipment.
The thermal diffusivity is defined by the speed of heat conduction while the tem-
perature of a PCM is changed. Therefore, the higher the value of the thermal diffu-
sivity, the faster the speed of the heat.
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Specimen 1 0.00297 0.00292
Specimen 2 0.00219 0.00213
Specimen 3 0.00256 0.00243
Specimen 4 0.00262 0.00255




Specimen 1 0.000682 0.000687
Specimen 2 0.000280 0.000266
Specimen 3 0.000481 0.000452
Specimen 4 0.000640 0.000595




Specimen 1 0.0498 0.0728
Specimen 2 0.0697 0.0543
Specimen 3 0.0470 0.211
Specimen 4 0.0432 0.0694
Tables 3.6 to 3.8 indicate the speed of the thermal diffusivities of the PCMs in
the solid phase and the liquid phase are almost similar.
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3.4 Numerical Simulation
3.4.1 Verification Study
In this study, verification studies were designed and conducted to check the accuracy
of the result obtained by using ABAQUS.
Figures 3.52, 3.54, and 3.56 show the temperature change in an Al structure with
the temperature initial condition and the boundary conditions, such as the temper-
ature boundary conditions and the convection boundary condition. All results are
tabulated in Table 3.9. In verification studies, the analytic results and the numeri-
cal Finite Element Analysis (FEA) results are compared with the various initial and
boundary conditions in the Al model. Figures 3.52 and 3.53 are the results from the
first verification study, Figures 3.54 and 3.55 are the results from the second verifica-
tion, and Figures 3.56 and 3.56 are the results from the third verification study.
Figure 3.53 shows the temperature curve as a fucntion of time as x is 0.025m
and 0.2m, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.53, when x is 0.025m or 0.2m, the
temperature of each node achieves a steady-state condition. When x is 0.025m, the
steady-state condition is achieved at 24.2◦C after 872s from the FEA result, and the
steady-state condition is achieved after 234s from the analytic result.
To compare the analytic and FEA results with their respective times and tem-
peratures, when the equilibrium time in the analytic result is 234s, the temperature
is 23.1◦C in the ABAQUS result, and the temperature difference is ±1.1◦C for the
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equilibrium between the analytic and FEA results. When x is 0.2m, the existence of
the equilibrium indicates after 268s from the analytic result, and in the ABAQUS re-
sult the steady-state conditions is achieved at 33.1◦C after 880s. When the time, the
equilibrium time in the analytic result, is 268s, the temperature from the ABAQUS
result is 31.7◦C. The temperature difference is ±1.4◦C for the equilibrium between
the analytic and FEA results.
As shown in Figure 3.55, the temperature curves as a function of time show as x
is 0.025m and 0.2m, respectively. The results of the second verification study are also
reached in the steady-state conditions. When x is 0.025m, the analytic result shows
to achieve in the steady-state condition after 856s. When the time, the equilibrium
time in the analytic result, is 856s, the temperature in the FEA result is 30◦C. In
terms of the FEA result, the steady-state is achieved at 34.8◦C after 38min (2280s).
When x is 0.2m, the equilibrium time from the analytic result is 420s. Also, as the
quillibrium time from the analytical result is 420s, the temperature from the FEA
result is 30◦C. The temperature difference between the results of analytic and FEA
is ±2.4◦C.
Figure 3.57 also shows the temperature curve as a function of time but the results
of the third verification study do not show an achieved the steady-state conditions.
Not only the analytic result but also the FEA result do not achieve the steady-state
conditions.
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Table 3.9: Test conditions and results for verification studies
Materials Conditions
Boundary Conditions Results




















































































x2 = 0.2m, at
4000s (66min),
T=0.72◦C
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Figure 3.52: FEA result of the first verification
Figure 3.53: Temperature curves as a function of time from FEA results of the first
verification study
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Figure 3.54: FEA result of the second verification
Figure 3.55: Temperature curves as a function of time from FEA results of the second
verification study
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Figure 3.56: FEA result of the third verification
Figure 3.57: Temperature curves as a function of time from FEA results of the third
verification study
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3.4.2 Case Study
In this study, the thermal performance of a building roof with the PCM plate was
simulated to investigate potential for energy savings with the PCMs incorporated in
a building. In order to evaluate the thermal performace of a roof with the PCM
plate, various factors, such as the specific heat capacity, the heat of fusion, the phase
change temperature, and the thermal conductivity of the PCM, were considered in
the numerical Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Figures 3.58 to 3.61 reveal the tem-
perature variations as a function of time, and Figure 3.62 shows those graphs for the
roof systems with the PCMs. As shown in Figures 3.58 to 3.61, the left figures are
measured under step 1, and the right figures are also measured under step 2.
As shown in the left figures measured under step 1 (the daytime) of Figures 3.58
to 3.61, the temperature variations from the outdoor to the indoor are revealed by
thermal radiation and convection. During the daytime, it is observed from the figures
that the outdoor temperature is higher than the indoor temperature. This is because
of the low thermal conductivity of the PCM in the liquid state. The low thermal
conductivity of the PCM reduces the heat transmission to the indoor that in turn
increases the outdoor temperature. During the nighttime, the results from the figures
reveal the outdoor and the indoor temperatures are almost the same. This is the
reason why the heat transmission speed of the PCM in the solid state to the indoor
is faster than that of the PCM in the liquid state, because the thermal conductivity
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of the PCM in the solid state is higher than that of the PCM in the liquid state.
Figure 3.62 shows the effects of the PCMs on the temperature distribution when
the four types of PCMs are taken into account, and Table 3.10 lists time and tem-
perature until the steady-state conditions are achieved from the FEA results.
As shown in Figure 3.62, it is found that there is no noticeable tendency between
the PCMs. The reason is speculated due to the use of the dynamic DSC results, which
have margins of error. From the dynamic DSC results, the melting temperatures of
the PCMs measured using DSC equipment exceed their own temperature, such as the
theoretical melting temperatures. However, as the theoretical melting temperatures
of the PCMs increase, the experimental melting temperatures of the PCMs are not
Figure 3.58: FEA results for the building roof incorporating PCM melted at 21◦C
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Figure 3.59: FEA results for the building roof incorporating PCM melted at 23◦C
Figure 3.60: FEA results for the building roof incorporating PCM melted at 26◦C
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Figure 3.61: FEA results for the building roof incorporating PCM melted at 30◦C
increased consistently. The phenomenon is speculated to be a phase segregation in
the solid state or a mixing problem of the macro-encapsulated PCM samples, so the
dynamic DSC results show the margins of error. In this study, because the dynamic
DSC results should be applied to the simulations of the roof systems incorporating
the PCMs, FEA results also have the margins of error.
Figure 3.62 and Table 3.10 reveal that the indoor temperatures for the four types
of the roof systems are reached in about 530 sec to 570 sec during the day and in
about 320 sec to 350 sec during the night. Therefore, these results show the roof
systems incorporating the PCMs can maintain stable temperatures and reach the
steady-state condition in a short time.
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Figure 3.62: Temperature variations as a function of time graphs of the building roofs
incorporating PCMs
Table 3.10: Time and temperature until steady-state conditions are achieved
















The objective of this study was to develop a methodology and procedure to accu-
rately determine the characterizations of Phase Change Materials (PCMs) based on
salt hydrates. The characterizations of the PCMs were presented by various methods,
such as DSC method and heat flow method. In order to determine and assess the
TES system of the PCMs over a temperature range, the results, such as the dynam-
ic/isothermal DSC results, the thermal conductivities, and the enthalpy changes of
the PCMs, were compared and analyzed. In addition, this study demonstrated how to
design roofs with the PCMs. Therefore, this study proposed the developed methodol-
ogy such as using heat flow method to analyze accurately the characterizations of the
PCMs. The developed methodology can be used to analyze accurately the thermal
energy storage systems of PCMs. The results obtained by the methodology can then
be used to form a database, which can offer important and valuable information for
a wide range of TES applications.
In this study, four kinds of Phase Change Materials (PCMs), which melted at
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21◦C, 23◦C, 26◦C, and 30◦C, respectively, were selected for measuring the thermophys-
ical properties for Thermal Energy Storage (TES) systems. The measured properties
were the temperature properties, the sensible heats, the latent heats, and thermal
conductivities of the PCMs. A Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was used to
analyze characteristics of the PCMs and to determine the thermophysical properties,
such as the temperature properties, the latent heat of fusions, the specific heat capac-
ities, the enthalpy curves as a function of temperature, and the total TES capacities
of the PCMs. In addition, the thermal conductivities, the volumetric heat capacities,
and the more precise enthalpy curves than those measured by DSC equipment were
measured using heat flow meter equipment.
In order to determine the thermophysical properties of the PCMs, two types of
DSC equipment were used, and unexpected phenomena of the thermal characteriza-
tions of the PCMs were revealed from the results of dynamic DSC curves by using DSC
Q 200 equipment (TA Instruments). The unexpected phenomena included several en-
ergy peaks, which happened below the freezing temperature of the PCM during the
freezing process. These phenomena were speculated due to the supercooling problem.
From the results of the temperature properties using DSC Q 200 equipment from
TA Instruments, a noticeable temperature tendency was not shown, but the experi-
mental melting temperatures of the PCMs exceeded their own melting temperatures,
which were known theoretically. From the result of the temperature properties using
DSC STA 8000 equipment (Perkin Elmer Company), as the melting temperatures of
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the PCMs were increased, the PCMs showed to have low enthalpies and high heat
capacities.
In this study, the temperature properties and the enthalpies of the original PCMs
and the PCMs made into the liquid state were compared. In terms of the PCM melted
at 21◦C for the endothermic reaction (both results from Q 200 equipment and STA
8000 equipment), the temperature properties and enthalpies of the original PCM and
the PCM made into the liquid state indicated similar results, respectively. However,
for the exothermic reaction, the original PCM had a higher freezing temperature and
the enthalpy than those of the PCM made into the liquid state. It was speculated
that phase segregation happened during the solidification at room temperature for
the original PCM. Also, the PCM made into the liquid state seemed to solve the
problem of phase segregation during the melting process. Also, in the case of the PCM
melted at 23◦C (results from DSC Q 200 equipment), the temperature properties for
the endothermic reaction were similar, but for the exothermic reaction the PCM
made into the liquid state indicated to have two peaks. The primary peak under
the exothermic curve seemed to be an exothermic change of phase of the PCM as
solidification, and the secondary peak was the freezing of the solution of salt hydrate
present in the PCM sample.
In terms of the PCM melted at 23◦C (results from DSC STA 8000 equipment), the
temperature properties and the enthalpies of the original PCM, the PCM made into
the liquid state, and the PCM in the liquid state were compared. The PCM made
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into the liquid state and the PCM in the liquid state showed similar results. These
two PCMs had a larger temperature range and a higher heat flow than those of the
original PCM. It was assumed that there was a mixing problem or phase separation
could happen during the solidification of the original PCM.
To evaluate the total TES capacity, the total stored energy considered not only
the latent heat but also the sensible heat contributions, such as the specific heat
capacities of the solid and the liquid phase regions of the PCMs. According to the
enthalpy curves, the energy was increased with the temperature increase during the
phase change. It was speculated that the energy was applied to loosen or break apart
the molecular or atomic bond structures of the PCMs by the latent heat. This meant
that energy was not used to increase the temperature, but most of the energy was
being absorbed into the molecular or atomic bond structures of the PCMs. In this
study, the sharp peak (the heat flow peak) happened at a narrow temperature range.
Because the PCMs released much more energy than they absorbed during the phase
change, the high sensible heats in the exothermic reaction were recorded. Therefore,
in this study, much more energy was calculated than the actual energy released. This
was because supercooling happened during the solidification, so this result was not
exactly correct.
This study experimentally investigated the thermal conductivities of the PCMs
thorough heat flow meter equipment. The thermal conductivities of the PCMs were
evaluated under a fully frozen and fully melted state in the thermal equilibrium
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condition, which was already measured using the isothermal DSC mode. As a result,
the thermal conductivities of the PCMs in the solid state were higher than those of
the PCMs in the liquid state. This phenomenon happened because of the effect of
the microstructure changing from the orderly solid structure in the solid state to the
disorderly liquid structure in the liquid state.
In order to more precisely analyze the total TES capacity, heat flow meter equip-
ment was used in this study. The volumetric heat capacity at a constant pressure and
the enthalpy curve as a function of temperature were examined. The PCMs melted
at 26◦C and 30◦C, respectivley, and they indicated a shift toward high temperatures,
and enthalpy curves broadened in the results of the volumetric heat capacities. This
was the reason why the thermal gradient was increased within the sample. The total
stored energy values for TES systems measured from heat flow meter equipment were
presented 2.5 times smaller than those values measured by DSC equipment with the
dynamic measurement method. However, the results from the DSC method were of-
ten uncertain about the enthalpy-temperature relationships of PCMs. The enthalpy
curves measured with the DSC method could be shifted to higher/lower temperatures.
Shifting the temperatures depended on the heat capacity, the thermal conductivity,
the sample size, and the heating/cooling rates. These four factors led to a temper-
ature gradient in the PCM and a heat flux signal shifting temperature. Therefore,
due to these heat transfer limitations, the enthalpy-temperature curves measured by
DSC equipment were not consistent and indicated uncertain results.
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In this study, the numerical Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was considered to
investigate potential for energy savings with incorporating the PCMs in a building. In
order to assess potential for energy savings, the thermal performances of the buildings
applying the PCM plates were simulated by using ABAQUS. First of all, verification
studies were designed and conducted to check the accuracy of the result obtained
using ABAQUS. Three conditions with the various initial and boundary conditions
were considered for verification studies. In the verification studies, the analytic results
and the FEA results were compared with the various initial and boundary conditions
in an Al structure. For the first verification study, the initial condition and the
boundary conditions, such as the temperature boundary condition on the indoor and
the outdoor and the convection boundary condition on only the outdoor, were applied
into an Al sample. For the second and third verification studies, no initial condition
was applied, but the convection boundary condition on the outdoor was applied. The
temperature boundary conditions were considered as T1=0 and T2=35 for the second
study and T1=0 and T2=0 for the third study.
The FEA results showed the temperature curves as a function of time as x is
0.025m and 0.2m, respectively. The first and second verification studies reached the
steady-state conditions as shown in both of the FEA and analytical results, but in
the case of the third verification study, not only the analytic result but also the FEA
result did not achieve steady-state conditions.
In this study, the numerical FEA was conducted to evaluate the thermal perfor-
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mance of a roof with the PCM plate with various factors, such as the specific heat
capacity, the heat of fusion, the phase change temperature, and the thermal conduc-
tivity of the PCM. The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) corresponded to a transient
heat transfer analysis with the initial and boundary conditions. The roof structure
incorporating the PCM consisted of a three-layer assembly, such as the roof, the
PCM, and the slab. The initial conditions were 35◦C on the outdoor and 25◦C on the
indoor at t=0 sec. All FEA results were run for a total of 4000 seconds for two steps
(the daytime and the nighttime). The results, such as the temperature variations
from the outdoor to the indoor measured under step 1 condition (the daytime), were
observed that the outdoor temperatures were higher than the indoor temperatures.
This was due to the low thermal conductivity of the PCM in the liquid state. The
low thermal conductivity of the PCM reduced the heat transmission to the indoor,
which in turn increased the outdoor temperature. During the nighttime, the results
showed that the outdoor and indoor temperatures were almost the same. This was
because the heat transmission speed of the PCM in the solid state was faster than
that of the PCM in the liquid state. Also, as shown in the temperature curves as a
function of time, a noticeable tendency between the PCMs was not discovered. The
reason was speculated due to the use of the dynamic DSC results, which had margins
of error. In the dynamic DSC result, the experimental melting temperatures of the
PCMs were not increased consistently due to phase segregation in the solid state or
a mixing problem of the macro-encapsulated salt hydrate PCM samples, so the dy-
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namic DSC results had margins of error. In FEA results, because the dynamic DSC
results should be applied to the FEA, the FEA result also contained margins of error.
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